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ABSTRACT

PIN-like domains constitute a widespread superfam-
ily of nucleases, diverse in terms of the reaction
mechanism, substrate specificity, biological function
and taxonomic distribution. Proteins with PIN-like
domains are involved in central cellular processes,
such as DNA replication and repair, mRNA degrada-
tion, transcription regulation and ncRNA maturation.
In this work, we identify and classify the most com-
plete set of PIN-like domains to provide the first com-
prehensive analysis of sequence–structure–function
relationships within the whole PIN domain-like su-
perfamily. Transitive sequence searches using highly
sensitive methods for remote homology detection
led to the identification of several new families, in-
cluding representatives of Pfam (DUF1308, DUF4935)
and CDD (COG2454), and 23 other families not clas-
sified in the public domain databases. Further se-
quence clustering revealed relationships between in-
dividual sequence clusters and showed heterogene-
ity within some families, suggesting a possible func-
tional divergence. With five structural groups, 70 de-
fined clusters, over 100,000 proteins, and broad bi-
ological functions, the PIN domain-like superfam-
ily constitutes one of the largest and most di-
verse nuclease superfamilies. Detailed analyses of
sequences and structures, domain architectures,
and genomic contexts allowed us to predict bio-
logical function of several new families, including
new toxin-antitoxin components, proteins involved in
tRNA/rRNA maturation and transcription/translation
regulation.

INTRODUCTION

Metabolism of nucleic acids plays a central role in various
cellular processes in all kingdoms of life. Its fundamental
component comprises nucleases––highly diverse enzymes
that cleave phosphodiester bonds of nucleic acids. Nucle-
ases and their catalytic mechanisms are hugely varied and
complex: They can be a protein or RNA; cleave DNA or
RNA; may be endonucleases (i.e., cleave a phosphodiester
bond more than one nucleotide away from either end of a
nucleic acid) or exonucleases (i.e., cleave single nucleotides
from an end of a polynucleotide chain); use none, one or
two metal ions; and recognize specific substrates based on
their structural or sequence features (1). Taking into ac-
count their structural folds, they can be classified into evo-
lutionarily related superfamilies, some of which have been
broadly described, including GIY-YIG (2), PD-(D/E)XK
(3), and RNase H-like (4).

PIN-like domains constitute another major metal-
dependent nuclease superfamily with representatives in all
kingdoms of life. The name originally refers to the N-
terminal domain of an annotated type IV pili twitching
motility (PilT) protein (PilT N-terminal domain, PIN) (5).
Although this annotation stems from a domain fusion be-
tween a PIN domain and a PilT ATPase domain observed
in its homologs, a functional link connecting the PIN do-
mains with type IV pili has not been shown yet.

The PIN domain-like superfamily is characterized by
a common Rossmanoid fold that consists of a central �-
sheet comprising five parallel �-strands, sandwiched with
�-helices at both sides (�/�/� sandwich fold, Figure 1).
Solved structures and biochemical studies indicate an active
site, consisting of well-conserved acidic amino acid residues.
The active-site residues are located at the C-terminal region
of the core �-strands. According to available crystal struc-
tures of holoenzymes and proposed catalytic mechanism,
one (6), two (7) or three divalent metal ions, usually Mg2+

or Mn2+, are coordinated (8).
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Figure 1. Crystal structures of the major variants of the PIN domain-like fold (top panels) with zoom-in views of their actives sites (bottom panels). (A)
Structure-specific human FEN-1 nuclease (PDB ID: 3q8k). A ‘hydrophobic wedge’ between S1 and S2 is shown in dark violet, a ‘helical arch’ between S2
and H3 is shown in dark green, and a C-terminal helix-2-turn-helix motif (H2TH) in orange. (B) A canonical PIN domain of VapC15 from Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (PDB ID: 4chg). Helix 2′ (H2′) specific for VapC-like domains is shown in dark green. (C) VPA0982 from Vibrio parahaemolyticus (PDB ID:
2qip). (D) PRORP1 from Arabidopsis thaliana (PDB ID: 4g24). Short helix 2′ (H2′) is shown in green. �-strands forming the core �-sheet are labeled S1–S5
and shown in yellow, active site residues are shown as red sticks, and metal ions as pink spheres.

The bona fide PIN domains characterized with the min-
imal fold are widely spread in virulence-associated pro-
teins C (VapC). To date, many other nuclease domains have
been shown to possess the same core fold, and together
they comprise the PIN domain-like superfamily. The use
of remote homology detection methods has revealed ho-
mology between the canonical PIN nucleases and structure-
specific 5′ nucleases (Flap endonucleases, FEN) (9). Later,
several other major protein families have been classified
as PIN domain-like superfamily members, e.g., Nedd4-
BP1/YacP (NYN) (10) and Mut7-C (11). Recently, pro-
teinaceous RNase P (PRORP) responsible for the 5′ tRNA
maturation in eukaryotic organelles has turned out to pos-
sess a novel variant of the NYN fold (12) (Figure 1). Despite
retaining the common core fold and a few conserved active
site residues, the PIN-like nucleases are diverse in terms of
amino acid sequences, substrate specificities, and catalytic
mechanisms.

The structure-specific 5′ nucleases comprise widely
spread proteins involved in DNA replication, repair, and re-
combination. They include flap endonucleases (FENs), 5′–
3′ nuclease of DNA polymerase I, the internal domain of
Xeroderma Complementation Group G (XPG), and bacte-
riophage T4 RNase H. They can have 5′–3′ exonucleolytic
activity and cleave bifurcated DNA in an endonucleolytic,
structure-specific manner (13).

The second major division consists of the PIN domains
structurally related to VapC toxins and comprises canonical
PIN proteins, which were used to define the core fold. The
PIN domains act as endoribonucleases. VapC-like toxins
were shown to target various RNAs, including mRNA (14),
tRNA (15) and rRNA (16,17), in structure- or sequence-
specific manner (18). Eukaryotic homologs of the canonical
PIN domains are present in proteins involved in nonsense-
mediated mRNA decay (Smg6 (19)), RNA degradation

(Rrp44 (20)) and pre-rRNA processing (Nob1 (21), Utp23
(22), Fcf1/Utp24 (23)).

The ubiquitous PIN-domain toxins function in the
prokaryotic VapBC-like toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems (24).
TA loci were first identified in bacterial plasmids, and they
were regarded as involved in stable plasmid maintenance by
a so-called ‘addiction’ mechanism (25). When harbored in
the chromosomes of free-living bacteria, the majority of TA
systems appear to mediate the general stress response, co-
ordinately enhancing stress survival (26). This is achieved
through transcriptional regulation of TA operon expression
coupled with posttroperons, in which the antitoxin gene pre-
cedes the toxin gene (24). Both genes usually overlap by
1 or 4 nt (in this case, the upstream antitoxin TGA stop
codon overlaps with the ATG start codon of the toxin gene
in an ATGA sequence) and are co-transcribed from a sin-
gle promoter located upstream of the antitoxin gene (27). A
PIN-domain protein functions as a toxin that can inhibit
cell growth or viability by cleavage of the cellular RNA.
Antitoxins are small unstable proteins composed of two
domains: an N-terminal DNA-binding domain and a C-
terminal region involved in toxin binding (28). Formation
of the antitoxin-toxin complex results in toxin sequestra-
tion and inactivation, and negative autoregulation of the
TA operon; otherwise, free antitoxins are degraded by cellu-
lar proteases (26). Some genomes harbor many TA operons;
for example, the genome of Mycobacterium tuberculosis en-
codes 38 PIN-related TA operons (29).

Despite the central role of the PIN-like domains in the
metabolism of nucleic acids, no comprehensive analyses
of the relationships between their sequence, structure and
function have been performed. Noteworthy, lack of sig-
nificant sequence similarity between the families makes
homology inference a challenging task and hinders new
family identification with traditional sequence-based ap-
proaches. Here, we combine highly sensitive sequence-based
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searches to find distant homologs of known superfamily
members and to collect the complete set of proteins pos-
sessing PIN-like domain. We discuss predicted and poten-
tial function of individual families in the context of their se-
quences, structures, domain architectures and genomic con-
text. We provide the first systematic classification of the PIN
domain-like superfamily, extending our understanding of
sequence–structure–function relationships among the nu-
cleases, which may guide further experimental studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequence searches, clustering and annotation

Comprehensive identification of PIN-like domains in CDD
(v. 3.12) (30), Pfam (v. 30.0) (31) and PDB90 (protein se-
quences from PDB (32) clustered at 90% sequence iden-
tity threshold with CD-HIT (33)) databases was performed
using Meta-BASIC (34). Meta-BASIC is a highly sen-
sitive method for distant homology detection based on
the comparison of sequence meta-profiles, generated with
PSI-BLAST (35) using the NCBI non-redundant protein
sequence database derivative (NR70), enriched with sec-
ondary structures predicted with PSIPRED (36).

First, known representatives (families and structures) of
the PIN domain-like fold were selected from the Pfam (31)
(clan CL0280: PIN domain superfamily) and SCOP (v. 1.75,
fold c.120) (37) databases. Pfam families were represented as
consensus sequences derived from the corresponding seed
alignments. Then, they were used as queries in transitive
searches with Meta-BASIC (34) against CDD, Pfam and
PDB90 databases until no new hits were found. In addi-
tion to highly confident hits (i.e., with Meta-BASIC score
greater than 40), hits somewhat uncertain (i.e., with Meta-
BASIC score between 20 and 40) were also taken into con-
sideration and subjected to further extensive analyses via
the Genesilico Metaserver (38) and the HHpred server (39)
to identify any potentially correct predictions that may have
been placed among the unreliable or incorrect ones. In
the case of the Rossmann-fold superfamilies, Meta-BASIC
score of 40 corresponds to over 97% of positive predic-
tive value, calculated based on the Pfam clan classifications
(data not shown). Correct predictions were selected based
on the manual assessment of the conservation of the core
secondary structure elements, putative active site residues
and hydrophobic positions critical for the PIN domain-
like fold, as well as reciprocal Meta-BASIC hits to Pfam,
CDD and PDB90 databases. The matrix of pairwise Meta-
BASIC scores between all found PIN-like domain families
or PDB90 structures can be found in Supplementary Figure
S1.

To identify the most complete set of proteins with the
PIN-like domains, consensus sequences of the collected
families or sequences corresponding to domain structures
from PDB90 were used as queries in PSI-BLAST (35)
searches against the NCBI NR protein sequence database
(as available in April 2015, with six iterations and E-value
threshold for profile inclusion of 0.001) (40). The collected
sequences were clustered at 40% identity threshold with
CD-HIT (33) and used as queries in further PSI-BLAST
searches (6 iterations, E-value < 0.001). The procedure was

repeated iteratively until no new hits were found. False posi-
tives, which would proliferate in subsequent iterations, were
removed. They included new hits with obvious matches
to other Pfam or CDD domains not belonging to the
PIN domain-like superfamily (with E-value < 10−5 and se-
quence coverage > 50%, as obtained with ‘hmmscan’ (41)
against Pfam or RPS-BLAST (35) against CDD).

The final 102,708 NR sequences were annotated with
Pfam domains using ‘hmmscan’ from the HMMER 3.1b
package (41) and CDD using RPS-BLAST (35) at the E-
value cutoff of 10−5. Taxonomic lineages of organisms were
assigned according to the NCBI Taxonomy database (40).
Transmembrane helices were predicted with TMHMM 2.0
(42). Literature references were searched using PubServer
(43). Annotations of the final NR sequences can be found
in Supplementary Table S1.

To visualize protein sequence similarities in 2D space,
the representatives of sequence clusters at the 80% iden-
tity level were subjected to the Fruchterman-Reingold clus-
tering in CLANS (44) (over 70,000 iterations, E-value <
0.1). The sequences were assigned into groups, consid-
ering highly connected clusters consistent at different E-
value thresholds (10−3, 10−5, 10−10), and their Pfam and
COG/KOG matches. The groups––hereinafter referred to
as clusters––were labeled according to the correspond-
ing Pfam families, COG/KOG groups, or after the best-
characterized representative. Name with a dot denotes a
cluster within a Pfam family (‘Pfam’.‘subfamily’), PIN 7–
PIN 28 correspond to newly defined PIN-like families.
Throughout the manuscript, we use a term ‘family’ inter-
changeably with ‘cluster’ if the definition of the cluster
is consistent with the current Pfam classification, i.e., it
(roughly) corresponds to a Pfam family or it does not have
a corresponding entry in Pfam. Relationships between the
representative sequences were visualized with Cytoscape 3.2
(45) using the Prefuse Force Directed Layout.

HMM–HMM comparisons

To assess similarities between different PIN-like domain
groups defined in the earlier step, their corresponding
profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) were compared
with HHblits (46). First, sequences corresponding to PIN-
like domains were retrieved, clustered at 70% identity
with CD-HIT (33), and aligned with ‘mafft-linsi’ from the
MAFFT 7 package (47). For each multiple sequence align-
ment (MSA), the secondary structure was predicted with
HHblits-improved PSIPRED (46) or, in case of groups that
include proteins with known tertiary structures, derived
from DSSP (48) for respective PDB files. Next, each MSA
was filtered with hhfilter (‘hhfilter -cov 70 -id 90’) and used
as an input to build a profile HMM with ‘hhmake’. The pro-
files were compared with ‘hhsearch’ (49) and the resulting
cluster map was visualized with Cytoscape (45).

In addition, HMMs were generated for every cluster with
hhbuild from the HHMER 3.1b package (41). They were
annotated with computed bit score gathering thresholds
and are available as Supplementary Dataset S1. The gath-
ering thresholds correspond to 95% of positive predictive
value, calculated based on the results of searching the whole
PIN domain-like superfamily sequence dataset.
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Structure-based sequence alignment

Structures of PIN-like domains were superimposed within
core structural elements using Swiss PDB Viewer (50). The
structure-based sequence alignment was derived manually
by direct visual comparison of the structures, including re-
spective positions of compared amino acids and their lo-
calization in secondary structure elements, to maximize the
number of residues aligned between all the analyzed pro-
teins and, where possible, to place insertions and deletions
in the loop regions.

Representative sequences of proteins with unknown
structures were aligned to the structural alignment in the
structurally conserved regions using consensus alignment
and 3D assessment approach (51). It was based on sec-
ondary structure predictions (36,46), alignments provided
by Meta-BASIC (34), and conservation of potential active
site residues and hydrophobic profiles within the families.

Structure comparisons

Structures of PIN-like domains superimposed in the previ-
ous step were compared to each other using DaliLite v3.3
(52) and GESAMT (53) from the CCP4 v6.5 package (54).
As a measure of their similarity, we tested Z-score returned
by DaliLite and Q-score reported by GESAMT. The scaled
scores were represented as a matrix and used as an input
for neighbor-joining or UPGMA algorithm implemented
in Biopython. Nearly identical (i.e., RMSD < 1 Å for C�
atoms) structures were merged prior to the tree generation.
Trees were visualized in Archaeopteryx (55). As the result-
ing trees had nearly identical topology, we show only the
tree based on the Q-score returned by GESAMT (Supple-
mentary Figure S2).

Analysis of genomic neighborhood in prokaryotic genomes

Experimentally confirmed operons were taken from ODB3
(56). Since experimental data on prokaryotic operon ar-
chitecture is too sparse for comparative genomic analy-
ses, operons were predicted computationally for all fully
sequenced genomes available in KEGG GENOME (as of
March 2016) (57), using an intergenic distance criterion.
Namely, a sequence of genes transcribed from the same
strand, with intergenic regions not longer than 100 nt, was
considered as a putative operon.

Sequences of PIN-like proteins from the NCBI NR
database were mapped to the KEGG GENE database us-
ing CD-HIT: if a protein sequence from KEGG GENE was
at least 70% identical to any sequence from a given PIN-
like cluster, the protein was considered as a representative
of that group. Operons containing PIN-like protein-coding
genes were further analyzed, i.e., products of their protein-
coding genes were mapped to the Pfam and COG families,
as described above for the PIN-like proteins.

Prediction of subunits of restriction-modification sys-
tems was based on mappings to corresponding Pfam and
COG families. Proteins with mappings to the Pfam family
HSDR N (PF04313) or the COG family HsdR (COG4096)
were annotated as HsdR subunits. Similarly, HsdM and
HsdS subunits were predicted based on mappings to the

HsdM N (PF12161) or HsdM (COG0286), and Methy-
lase S (PF01420) or HsdS (COG0732) families, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first comprehensive catalog of the PIN domain-like su-
perfamily

To identify all protein sequences with PIN-like domains, we
conducted an exhaustive approach utilizing both, our state-
of-the-art distant homology detection algorithm, Meta-
BASIC (as used previously, e.g., in (3,4,58)), and a se-
ries of iterative PSI-BLAST searches. The searches were
started from the representative sequences of domain fam-
ilies and structures assigned to the PIN domain-like super-
family in Pfam (‘PIN’ clan, XPG I and XPG I 2 families),
CDD (‘PIN’ and ‘PIN SF’ superfamilies) and SCOP (‘PIN
domain-like’ superfamily) databases, respectively. As a re-
sult of transitive Meta-BASIC searches on Pfam, CDD and
PDB90 databases, we identified 105 families and 37 struc-
tures, including 41 additional domain families annotated
neither in CDD nor Pfam as PIN domain-like superfamily
members (Supplementary Table S2, Supplementary Figure
S1). Three of them are distant families that have not yet been
described as PIN-like domains neither in the literature nor
in the databases, i.e., eukaryotic proteins of unknown func-
tion DUF1308 (PF07000, KOG4529), bacterial proteins of
unknown function DUF4935 (PF16289), and a family of
prokaryotic hypothetical proteins COG2454. Among the 38
remaining CCD and Pfam families, previously recognized
in the literature as PIN-like domains, yet not covered in the
database classifications, several correspond to highly impor-
tant proteins, e.g., rRNA maturation endonuclease Nob1
(COG1439) (21), potential toxin-antitoxin system compo-
nent COG4634 (59), and poxvirus G5 proteins (Pox G5,
PF04599) (60–62). In conclusion, we considerably extended
both Pfam and CDD definitions of the PIN domain-like su-
perfamily.

To independently and systematically classify the PIN
domain-like superfamily into families, we first collected se-
quences homologous to, or representing the above identi-
fied families and structures. Consequently, the representa-
tive sequences of all identified families and structures were
used as starting points in iterative PSI-BLAST searches
against the NCBI non-redundant (NR) protein sequence
database (see Materials and Methods). As a result, we found
over 100,000 proteins that possess PIN-like domains, out of
which 9% and 20% could not be captured using Pfam and
COG/KOG domain definitions, respectively (Supplemen-
tary Table S1). The matching domain sequences were sub-
jected to clustering in CLANS, in which the sequence space
of the PIN domain-like superfamily was represented as a
sequence similarity network (Figure 2). Since current Pfam
and CDD domain definitions are not consistent between the
databases (e.g., PF01850 corresponds to 10 different Cluster
of Orthologous Groups, COGs) and often comprise more
than one densely connected clusters (e.g., DUF4411 splits
into two separate clusters if only edges with BLAST E-
value < 10−5 are considered), we independently divided the
PIN domain-like superfamily into 70 sequence clusters. The
clusters––hereinafter referred to as ‘families’ if their defini-
tion is consistent with the Pfam classification––correspond
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Figure 2. Sequence similarity network of the PIN-like domains. Nodes correspond to the PIN-like domain sequences representing 40% sequence-identity
clusters, whereas edges correspond to BLAST E-values < 10−5. Sequences are colored according to the defined clusters; newly identified PIN-like domains
are marked in red. The weighted graph, with weights transformed by –log(E-value), was visualized in Cytoscape 3.2 with 10,000 iterations of the Prefuse
Force Directed Layout (45).

to groups of highly similar sequences (Figure 2, Supplemen-
tary Figure S3). Consequently, we identified 25 clusters that
have not been previously included in the Pfam database,
out of which 22 cover families previously not recognized
as PIN-like (named PIN 7–PIN 22). Biological function,
taxonomic distribution, domain architectures, a number of
representatives and predicted active site of the defined clus-
ters are summarized in Table 1. Their corresponding pro-
file hidden Markov models are provided in Supplementary
Dataset S1.

Structure-based sequence analysis of the PIN-like domains

Due to the high sequence divergence between different PIN
domain-like families, the multiple sequence alignment of
their representatives could not be generated using stan-
dard automatic methods. Instead, to compare sequences of
the entire PIN domain-like superfamily, a high-quality se-
quence alignment was guided by a manually derived struc-
tural alignment of known 3D structures. Representative se-
quences of proteins with unknown structures were aligned
to the structural alignment using the consensus alignment
and 3D assessment approach (51). Due to the significant
divergence of the compared structures in regions outside
of the structural core, and uncertainty of predictions for
these regions in proteins of unknown structures, a reliable
alignment could be generated only for the structural core.

As a result, we obtained a multiple sequence alignment of
the structurally conserved region common to a majority of
the PIN domain-like superfamily proteins, comprising rep-
resentatives from each PIN-like domain cluster (Figure 3).

The superposition of experimentally solved PIN-like
structures showed that the conserved structural core of
PIN-like domains consists of five �-strands (S1–S5) and five
�-helices (H1–H5), and usually is augmented by periph-
eral secondary structure elements specific for the individ-
ual families (Supplementary Figure S4). The PIN domain-
like fold can be classified as Rossmann-like, as it retains
a crossover �-helix connecting two parts of the central �-
sheet (63). The most conserved elements: S1, S2, crossover
helix H4 and S4 define an unambiguously superimposable
structural core, while the edge strands S3 and S5, as well
as the remaining helices, were more challenging to align
(Figure 3). Although on average the PIN-like domains of
known structure are ∼130 amino acids (aa) long, the min-
imal length of the domain bearing all core elements is 103
aa (PDB ID: 2mdt).

The active site is located within the C-terminal region
of the �-sheet and is composed of 4–9 negatively charged
(Asp/Glu) residues, occasionally supplemented with addi-
tional Ser/Thr or Asn/Gln residues. Three of the acidic
residues, Asp located downstream to S1, Asp/Glu at the N-
terminus of H4, and Asp/Glu downstream to S4 are almost
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Table 1. PIN-like domain clusters defined in this study

Cluster name
Structural
group

Pfam and
COG/KOG
domains Description

Number of
active-site
residues PDB IDs

Number of
sequences

Assignment to
PIN
domain-like
superfamily Phyletic distribution

5 3 exonuc N FEN PF02739
(5 3 exonuc N),
COG0258,
KOG2519

N-terminal domain of type A
DNA polymerases, with 5′–3′
exonuclease and structure-specific
endonuclease activities. It functions
in DNA replication and repair,
cleaves flap structures, including
Okazaki fragments.

4–9 (+) 3zd8, 2ihn,
1bgx, 1xo1,
1taq, 1ut5,
1exn, 3h8s, 1tfr

18405 / 238 (164) Bacteria [17107],
Eukaryota [380],
dsDNA viruses [243],
Archaea [2]

Pox G5 FEN PF04599
(Pox G5)

FEN1-like nucleases conserved in
poxviruses, involved in DNA
replication and double-strand
break repair by homologous
recombination (60).

6 (+) - 98 / 7 (61,62) (fold
prediction)

Viruses: Poxviridae [98]

XPG I FEN PF00867
(XPG I),
PF00752
(XPG N),
COG0258,
KOG2519,
KOG2520,
KOG2518,
COG5366

Internal domain, which together
with the N-terminal domain
(XPG N, PF00752) forms the
catalytic domain of the FEN-like
structure that contains the active
site. In eukaryotes, Rad2/XPG
proteins are responsible for a key
step of the nucleotide excision
DNA repair (NER) pathway,
cleaving DNA duplex-containing
bubble or loop structures during
DNA replication, repair and
recombination (165). The UL41
protein (virion host shutoff, vhs) of
herpes simplex virus 1 selectively
degrades mRNA by
endonucleolytic cleavage early in
infection (157). The function of
archaeal proteins is not known.

7 (+) 1b43, 4wa8,
1ul1, 4q0r,
3ory, 3q8m,
2izo, 1mc8,
3q8k, 3qe9,
1a76, 3qea,
1rxv, 4q0w,
5cnq

6119 / 524 Pfam Eukaryota [5510],
Archaea [363], dsDNA
viruses [169], Bacteria
[2], unclassified viruses
[1]

XPG I 2 FEN PF12813
(XPG I 2),
KOG2518

Function unknown. Eukaryotic
family of asteroid homologs, in
Drosophila possibly functioning in
EGFR signaling (166).

6–7 (+) - 1056 / 123 Pfam Eukaryota [1056]

XRN N FEN PF03159
(XRN N),
COG5049,
KOG2044,
KOG2045

In eukaryotes, major 5’–3’
exoribonucleases involved in
mRNA decay (167), dsRNA
accumulation (168), and antiviral
responses (169). Function of the
viral homologs is not known.

7 (+) 2y35, 3pie, 3fqd 2886 / 167 Pfam Eukaryota [2835],
dsDNA viruses [32],
Bacteria [6]

COG2405 VapC PF11848
(DUF3368),
COG2405

Potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems, including
new three-component systems.

2–5 (+/-, e.g.
PDB ID: 2mdt)

2mdt 1675 / 235 Pfam Bacteria [1248],
Archaea [357]

DUF1308 VapC PF07000
(DUF1308),
KOG4529

Function unknown. Present in
some mimiviruses, eukaryota and
some cyanobacteria, so probably of
chloroplast-origin in eukaryota.
The Pfam definition comprises two
domains: N-terminal, distantly
related to the PD-(D/E)XK
nucleases, and C-terminal, PIN-like
domain, which probably lacks
acidic residues from the active site.

2–4 (-/+) - 762 / 78 This work Eukaryota [744],
Bacteria [10], dsDNA
viruses [7]

DUF4411.1 VapC PF14367
(DUF4411)

Potential toxins from
three-component toxin-antitoxin
systems, together with HTH
DNA-binding domains and
DUF955 proteases.

4–5 (+) - 643 / 91 Pfam Bacteria [616], Archaea
[13]

DUF4411.2 VapC PF14367
(DUF4411)

Potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems.

4–6 (+) - 14 / 6 Pfam Bacteria: Bacillales [14]

DUF4935 VapC PF16289
(DUF4935)

Function unknown. The Pfam
definition comprises two regions:
the N-terminal one is a PIN-like
domain, whereas the �/�

C-terminal region does not show
homology to any protein of known
structure.

4–5 (+) - 320 / 84 This work Bacteria [310], Archaea
[2]

Fcf1 VapC PF04900 (Fcf1),
COG1412,
KOG3164,
KOG3165

Maturation of rRNA. In human
and yeasts, Utp24 is an essential
endoribonuclease processing the
18S rRNA precursor at site A1 and
A2 (170). Its homolog, Utp23,
appears to be an inactive nuclease,
with a general RNA-binding
function (22).

2–4 (+, e.g.
Utp24 / -, e.g.
Utp23)

4mj7 1868 / 90 Pfam Eukaryota [1859],
Bacteria [4], Archaea
[2]
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Table 1. Continued

Cluster name
Structural
group

Pfam and
COG/KOG
domains Description

Number of
active-site
residues PDB IDs

Number of
sequences

Assignment to
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PIN.COG1487 VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG1487

VapC-like toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems.

2–4 (+/-) 3zvk, 4chg,
4xgq, 2bsq,
3tnd, 3dbo,
2h1c, 1v96,
3h87, 2h1o,
1y82

10532 / 660 Pfam Bacteria [9852],
Archaea [413],
Eukaryota [3]

PIN.COG1848 VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG1848

Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

3/4 (+/-) - 938 / 81 Pfam Bacteria [902]

PIN.COG2402 VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG2402

Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

3–4 (+/-) 1w8i 1620 / 169 Pfam Bacteria [1266],
Archaea [278],
Eukaryota [11]

PIN.COG3742.CO
G1848.COG4374

VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG3742,
COG4374,
COG1848

Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

3–4 (+/-) - 3265 / 469 Pfam Bacteria [2421],
Archaea [739],
Eukaryota [3]

PIN.COG3744 VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG3744

Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

3–4 (+/-) - 2506 / 155 Pfam Bacteria [2429],
Archaea [18],
Eukaryota [2]

PIN.COG4113 VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG4113

Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

4 (+) 2fe1, 1v8o,
1v8p

1611 / 243 Pfam Bacteria [1248],
Archaea [301],
Eukaryota [1]

PIN.COG4956 VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG4956

Function unknown. In addition to
the PIN domain, the proteins
possess TRAM, a putative
RNA-binding domain (171) and
four predicted transmembrane
helices at the N-terminus.

3–4 (+/-) 3ix7 2002 / 20 Pfam Bacteria [1946],
Archaea [6], Eukaryota
[2]

PIN.COG5573 VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG5573

Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

4 (+) - 695 / 82 Pfam Bacteria [674], Archaea
[6], Eukaryota [1]

PIN.COG5611 VapC PF01850 (PIN),
COG5611

Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

3–4 (+/-) - 1139 / 140 Pfam Bacteria [1066],
Archaea [36]

PIN.1 VapC PF01850 (PIN) Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

3–4 (+/-) - 1163 / 155 Pfam Bacteria [1085],
Archaea [39]

PIN.2 VapC PF01850 (PIN) Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

4–6 (+) - 671 / 19 Pfam Bacteria:
Actinobacteria [663],
Proteobacteria [1]

PIN.3 VapC PF01850 (PIN) Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

2–4 (+/-) - 324 / 32 Pfam Bacteria [303], Archaea
[2]

PIN.4 VapC PF01850 (PIN) Function unknown.
Transcriptionally coupled to
DUF4325-encoding genes.

5–6 (+) - 119 / 45> Pfam Bacteria [108], Archaea
[3]

PIN.5 VapC PF01850 (PIN) Function unknown. 4 (+) - 104 / 28 Pfam Bacteria [104]
PIN.6 VapC PF01850 (PIN) Function unknown. 3–5 (+/-) - 64 / 12 Pfam Bacteria [58]
PIN.7 VapC PF01850 (PIN) Function unknown. 4 (+) - 26 / 5 Pfam Bacteria:

Cyanobacteria [22],
Proteobacteria [2],
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi
group [1]

PIN 2 VapC PF10130
(PIN 2),
COG5378

Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

3–4 (+/-) - 222 / 51 Pfam Bacteria [144], Archaea
[71]

PIN 3.COG1569 VapC PF13470
(PIN 3),
COG1569

Typically, toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems. Some
representatives are encoded in
operons comprising ATP-grasp
ligase, ATPase and HNH nuclease,
which were proposed to constitute
a novel conflict system, where
RNA ligase would neutralize toxic
behavior of the nucleases (172).

4–6 (+) - 3548 / 331 Pfam Bacteria [3384],
Archaea [52],
Eukaryota [5]

PIN 3.1 VapC PF13470 (PIN 3) Toxins from toxin-antitoxin
systems.

4–7 (+) - 963 / 161 Pfam Bacteria [906], Archaea
[6]

PIN 4.COG1875 VapC PF13638
(PIN 4),
COG1875

In bacteria, toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems. In
eukaryota, SMG5 and SMG6 are
components of nonsense-mediated
mRNA decay (NMD) machinery
(161). Swt1 is an endoribonuclease
that participates in quality control
of nuclear messenger
ribonucleoprotein particles and can
associate with the nuclear pore
complex (173). In bacteria and
bacteriophages, fused with PhoH
domain to form PhoH2 proteins,
which function as sequence-specific
RNA helicases and RNases, likely
responding to nutrient stress (174).

3–4 (+/-, e.g.
SMG5, PDB
ID: 2hwy)

2hwx, 2hwy,
2hww, 2dok

6518 / 423 Pfam Bacteria [4328],
Eukaryota [2041],
dsDNA viruses [22]
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PIN 4.1 VapC PF13638 (PIN 4) Function unknown. 4 (+) - 25 / 5 Pfam Eukaryota [21],
Bacteria [4]

PIN 4.2 VapC PF13638 (PIN 4) Function unknown. 3–4 (+/-) - 27 / 10 Pfam Bacteria [23],
Eukaryota [4]

PIN 5 VapC PF08745
(PIN 5),
COG1458

Function unknown. The gene
co-occurrence patterns suggest that
it may interact with RNA ligase
from TIGR01209 family, tRNA
methyltransferase and
tRNA-synthetase.

4 (+) - 197 / 9 Pfam Archaea [128], Bacteria
[65]

PIN 6 VapC PF17146
(PIN 6),
COG1439

In eukaryotes, Nob1 proteins are
endoribonucleases involved in 18S
rRNA maturation (21,175).
Function of archaeal homologs is
not known.

3–4 (+/-) 2lcq 1316 / 141 (21) (fold
prediction)

Eukaryota [989],
Archaea [280], Bacteria
[2]

Rrp44 VapC KOG2102 RNA degradation within exosome.
Rrp44 (DIS3) acts as an
Mn-dependent endoribonuclease
from the exosome core (20,162).
DIS3 has a paralog, DIS3L, with a
disfunctional PIN-like domain
(176).

3–5 (+/-) 2wp8, 4ifd,
4pmw, 5c0w

167 / 60 (177) (fold
prediction),
(178) (crystal
structure)

Eukaryota [167]

PIN 8 VapC - Function unknown. 4–5 (+) - 458 / 139 This work Bacteria [441], Archaea
[5], dsDNA viruses [1]

PIN 9 VapC COG1412 Function unknown.
Archaea-specific Fcf1-like
domains, not matching the Fcf1
Pfam model.

4–5 (+) 1o4w 353 / 56 (179) Archaea [311], Bacteria
[1]

PIN 12 VapC - Function unknown. Related to
DUF4935.

4–5 (+) - 240 / 79 This work Bacteria [240]

PIN 13 VapC - Potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems.

1–3 (-) - 218 / 13 This work Bacteria:
Actinomycetales [218]

PIN 14 VapC - Potential toxins from
three-component toxin-antitoxin
systems, together with HTH
DNA-binding domains and
DUF955 proteases.

3–4 (+/-) - 213 / 41 This work Bacteria [204], Archaea
[3]

PIN 15 VapC - Mainly potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems. The
domains are fused with
GCN5-related acetyltransferases or
potential RNA-binding (82)
PUA-like domains, and
transcriptionally coupled with
PUA-HTH fusion proteins
(Dalk 4501, MPET RS08500).

3–5 (+/-) - 182 / 22 This work Bacteria [161], Archaea
[12], Eukaryota [1],
dsDNA viruses [1]

PIN 17 VapC - Potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems. The
PIN-like domain is fused with an
acetyltransferase domain, and
encoded upstream to HTH-ASCH
fusion protein genes (COG4933).

3–5 (+/-) - 117 / 35 This work Bacteria [117]

PIN 18 VapC - Function unknown. 4–6 (+) - 97 / 1 This work Archaea:
Euryarchaeota [93],
unclassified Archaea [1]

PIN 19 VapC - Function unknown. 3–4 (+/-) - 54 / 22 This work Bacteria [51], Archaea
[1]

PIN 20 VapC - Potential toxins from
three-component toxin-antitoxin
systems, together with HTH
DNA-binding domains and
DUF955 proteases.

4–6 (+) - 50 / 11 This work Bacteria:
Actinomycetales [50]

PIN 21 VapC - Function unknown. 4 (+) - 42 / 8 This work Archaea [39], Bacteria
[2]

PIN 22 VapC - Function unknown. 4–5 (+) - 29 / 4 This work Bacteria: Clostridium
[29]

PIN 23 VapC - Function unknown. 3–4 (+/-) - 25 / 7 This work Bacteria [20], Archaea
[4]

PIN 24 VapC - Function unknown. 3–4 (-/+) - 23 / 3 This work Bacteria:
Cyanobacteria [23]

PIN 25 VapC - Potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems.

3–4 (+/-) - 20 / 17 This work Bacteria [17]

PIN 26 VapC - Potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems.

4–5 (+) - 20 / 6 This work Bacteria: Firmicutes
[20]

PIN 27 VapC - Function unknown. 4 (+) - 8 / 5 This work Archaea:
Euryarchaeota [7],
unclassified Archaea [1]
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PIN 28 VapC - Function unknown. 4 (+) - 8 / 2 This work Archaea: Sulfolobaceae
[8]

COG2454 NYN COG2454 Function unknown. Fused
N-terminally with alpha-helical
DUF434. In some archaea, located
within ribosomal or tRNA
operons.

4–5 (+) - 291 / 30 This work Bacteria [200], Archaea
[86]

DUF188 NYN PF02639
(DUF188),
COG1671

Function unknown. 5 (+) - 4252 / 42 Pfam Bacteria [4125],
Eukaryota [3]

NYN.COG1432 NYN PF01936 (NYN),
COG1432

Function unknown. The cluster
comprises LabA-like proteins,
which in Synechococcus elongatus
are involved in negative feedback
expression regulation of the
circadian clock protein KaiC
(97,98).

1–5 (+/-) 2qip 8754 / 460 Pfam Bacteria [7883],
Archaea [360],
Eukaryota [260],
dsDNA viruses [1]

NYN.1 NYN PF01936 (NYN) Function unknown. 3–6 (+/-) - 1813 / 277 Pfam Eukaryota:
Viridiplantae [1151],
Opisthokonta [638],
other [17]

NYN.2 NYN PF01936 (NYN) Function unknown. Majority
encoded downstream to the genes
encoding putative tRNA
methyltransferases TrmB. M.
tuberculosis Rv0207c was
implicated in a unique heme uptake
system (105).

2–6 (+/-) - 682 / 19 Pfam Bacteria [509],
Eukaryota [167]

NYN.3 NYN PF01936 (NYN) Function unknown. 2–4 (+/-) - 225 / 35 Pfam Eukaryota [214],
Bacteria [10]

NYN YacP NYN PF05991
(NYN YacP),
COG3688

Function unknown. 4–7 (+) - 2959 / 120 Pfam Bacteria [2588],
Eukaryota [168]

PIN 7 NYN - Function unknown. 3–4 (+/-) - 657 / 54 This work Bacteria [603],
Eukaryota [1]

PIN 11 NYN - Function unknown. C-terminal
domain of bilaterial ZNF451
proteins, comprising 887–1002
region in isoform 1 of human
ZNF451 (Uniprot ID: Q9Y4E5–1).
In higher eukaryotes, fused with
zinc-finger motifs.

3–4 (+/-) - 284 / 3 This work Eukaryota: Eumetazoa
[282]

PRORP PRORP PF16953
(PRORP)

Processing of pre-tRNA at the
5′-end in mitochondria and
chloroplasts (12).

4–5 (+) 4g23, 4g24,
4xgl, 5diz

830 / 79 (127) (crystal
structure)

Eukaryota [820],
dsDNA viruses [1]

RNase Zc3h12a PRORP PF11977
(RNase Zc3h12a),
KOG3777

Two evolutionary separated
groups. In higher eukaryotes,
MCPIP1 (Zc3h12a) is involved in
regulation of mRNA decay (70)
and miRNA turnover (132), and
cleavage of viral RNA (131).
Unknown function in bacteria.

0–5 (+/-) 3v32, 3v33 2122 / 130 Pfam Eukaryota [1925],
Bacteria [154], Archaea
[23]

RNase Zc3h12a 2 PRORP PF14626
(RNase Zc3h12a 2)

Function unknown. C. elegans eri-9
protein interacts with DICER in
endogenous RNAi pathway (180).

2–5 (+/-) - 26 / 8 Pfam Eukaryota:
Chromadorea [26]

COG4634 Mut7-C COG4634 In bacteria, potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems (59).

3–5 (+/-) - 1732 / 204 (59) Bacteria [1536],
Archaea [117],
Eukaryota [4], dsDNA
viruses [1]

Mut7-C Mut7-C PF01927
(Mut7-C),
COG1656

Function unknown. PIN
domain-like fold with an inserted
zinc ribbon at the C terminus. In
eukaryotes, the Mut7-C domain is
fused N-terminally to the 3′–5′
exonuclease RNase D family
domain, whereas in archaea, it is a
standalone module and in bacteria,
it is fused with a ubiquitin member
of potential RNA-binding function
(11).

2–4 (+/-) - 1869 / 125 (11) Bacteria [1055],
Eukaryota [556],
Archaea [210]

PIN 10 Mut7-C - Potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems, related to
COG4634. Recently, a crystal
structure of its DUF433-containing
antitoxin VapB45 (Rv2018) from
M. tuberculosis was solved (PDB
ID: 5af3).

3–4 (+/-) - 297 / 43 This work Bacteria [297]
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PIN 16 Mut7-C - Potential toxins from
toxin-antitoxin systems.

3–4 (+/-) - 150 / 26 This work Bacteria [150]

Clusters are named according to the corresponding Pfam families, COG/KOG groups, or after the best-characterized representative. Name with a dot denotes a cluster within a Pfam family
(‘Pfam’.‘subfamily’). Matches to Pfam and CDD were computed with HMMER (41) and RPS-BLAST (35), respectively, at the E-value cutoff of 10−5. The number of active site residues was predicted
based on the conservation of acidic residues at the positions corresponding to known active sites. ‘+’/‘-’ in parentheses denotes the presence of predicted active/inactive nucleases. ‘PDB IDs’ refer to PDB
IDs of solved structures within PDB90 (proteins with known structure clustered at 90% sequence identity). ‘Number of sequences’ is based on the NCBI NR database (40). Numbers following slash refer to
the number of representatives at 40% identity based on clustering of the corresponding sequence sets with CD-HIT (33). In ‘Assignment to PIN domain-like superfamily’, ‘Pfam’ refers to the clan CL0280
(PIN) in the Pfam database (31). Taxonomic lineages of organisms were assigned according to the NCBI Taxonomy database (40). Numbers in square brackets in ‘Phyletic distribution’ refer to numbers of
sequences from the NCBI NR database.

always invariant, whereas the position of the remaining one
varies across different families, and in most cases it is situ-
ated downstream to S2 (Figure 3). All the active site residues
contribute to metal ions binding either directly or via a net-
work of water molecules. Mutagenesis studies proved that
at least four acidic residues are required to sustain the nu-
clease activity of the PIN-like domains (23).

The PIN domain-like superfamily could be divided into
several major groups, taking into account (a) positions of
the active site residues (Figure 3), (b) structural clustering
(Supplementary Figure S2), (c) presence of additional sec-
ondary structure elements inserted in the structural core
(Figure 3, Supplementary Figure S4), and (d) clustering of
profile hidden Markov models of the derived clusters (Sup-
plementary Figure S5). Consistently with previous observa-
tions (10), we could distinguish five major structural classes,
represented accordingly by FEN, VapC (canonical PIN do-
mains), NYN, PRORP and Mut7-C families, out of which
only the Mut7-C group lacks known structure and proba-
bly represents a deteriorated version of the PIN domain-like
fold (Figure 1). It should be noted that differences between
VapC, NYN and PRORP groups are subtle, and the above
division may be iteratively improved upon release of new
structures.

Description of the PIN-like groups

In the following sections, we will characterize the major
structural groups and clusters belonging to them, with a
focus on the domains of unknown function. For brief de-
scriptions of all the defined clusters, the reader is referred
to Table 1.

Group 1: Structure-specific FEN-like nucleases

The FEN-like division encompasses the earliest structurally
described PIN-folded protein domains (64) and their cat-
alytic mechanism was studied from the structural perspec-
tive in detail (13). These structure-specific nucleases are
characterized by the most extensive elaborations to the core
fold. They comprise 5′–3′ nuclease domains of polymerase
I (5 3 exonuc N (PF02739)), XRN (XRN N (PF03159)),
FEN and XPG (both belonging to XPG I (PF00867)), As-
teroid (XPG I 2 (PF12813)), and poxviral G5R (Pox G5
(PF04599)) proteins.

The structure specificity is thought to be achieved owing
to a structural element inserted between S2 and H3, named
the ‘helical arch’ (65) (or ‘tower domain’ in XRN1 (66)),

which promotes the proper orientation of the processed
substrate. The arch domain harbors a lysine residue (Lys93
in XRN1 (66) or Lys83 in T5 exonuclease (67)), which is
essential for the exonuclease processivity. It binds to the 5′-
phosphate of the product DNA and presumably acts as an
electrostatic catalyst (68,69). The arch is partly disordered
in substrate-free FEN structures and gains structure upon
threading of the DNA substrate, according to the proposed
‘disorder-thread-order’ mechanism (69).

Additional insertion, in FEN-like exonucleases known as
‘hydrophobic wedge’, is composed of two helices between
S1 and S2 and its role is to break the substrate path and
to position 3′-flap (13). Other groups, except for Mut7-C,
also contain helices between S1 and S2, yet in the 5′–3′
exonucleases, they are usually considerably longer. Inter-
estingly, RNase Zc3h12a, RNase Zc3h12a 2, NYN YacP
and COG2454 contain a similarly long predicted insertion,
which could be aligned to the FEN-specific extensions of
H1 and H2 (Figure 3). Among them, RNase Zc3h12a was
studied experimentally––its representative, MCPIP1, was
shown to possess only endonucleolytic activity (70).

At the C-terminus of the PIN-like domain, the FEN-
like nucleases are fused with a helix-two-turn-helix (H2TH)
or helix-three-turn-helix (H3TH) domain, which binds to
dsDNA (71,72). All FEN-like domain structures also fea-
ture an expanded �-sheet, i.e., with the additional sixth an-
tiparallel �-strand at the C-terminus (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4). XPG I, XRN N, and, according to the sequence
mappings, also XPG I 2 and Pox G5, contain a seventh �-
strand, N-terminally adjacent to S1 from the core �-sheet.
Unlike 5 3 exonuc N, all XPG I and XRN N structures de-
termined to date have an additional seventh �-strand and
a conserved PCNA-binding motif at the C-terminus (71).
These features underlie a split of structure-specific PIN-like
nucleases into two groups in the structural clustering (Sup-
plementary Figure S2).

In the FEN-like proteins, residues from both the PIN-
like and H2TH/H3TH domains contribute to the active
site. Within the PIN core, they retain a conserved pattern of
six active site residues (conserved in 80% of sequences), i.e.,
four invariant aspartates located downstream to S1, S2, S4
and upstream to H5, supplemented by two Asp/Glu/Gln
residues upstream to H4 (Figure 3).

Group 2: VapC-like nucleases

The ‘VapC-like’ variant of the PIN domain-like fold, found
in toxic endonucleases, involves a stripped-down core of
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Figure 3. Multiple sequence alignment of the conserved core elements of the PIN domain-like superfamily. The sequence blocks (VapC-like, FEN-like,
NYN-like, PRORP and Mut7-C) correspond to the defined structural groups. Each defined cluster is represented by one or more sequences, labeled
with NCBI accession numbers or, for proteins of known structure, PDB codes. The numbers of excluded residues are specified in parentheses. Residue
conservation is denoted with the following scheme: uncharged, highlighted in yellow; polar, highlighted in gray; known or potential active site residues,
highlighted in black. Secondary structure elements (E, �-strand; H, �-helix) are shown above the corresponding alignment blocks. Abbreviated species are
defined in Supplementary Dataset S2.
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the FEN-like nucleases lacking the helical arch and the
H2TH/H3TH element (Figure 1). The arch is replaced by
a shorter helical insert H2′, located between S2 and H3 and
harboring a catalytic Glu residue. It substitutes Asp from
S2, which is present in FEN-like, but absent in VapC-like
nucleases. The helical insertion facilitates a cleft, which ac-
cepts a C-terminal �-helix of VapB or FitA antitoxins and
stabilizes it upon interference with the nuclease catalytic
site (73). During toxin-antitoxin assembly, through elabo-
rative multimerization events, a tetramer of heterodimers is
formed (74), capable of binding to a promoter region of the
toxin-antitoxin operon (75).

Apart from the prototypic VapC proteins involved in TA
systems, the above structural features can be attributed to
many other PIN-like clusters (altogether 49 identified clus-
ters, Figure 3), including well-described domains involved
in tRNA and rRNA maturation (Fcf1, PIN 6, Rrp44 fam-
ilies).

PIN-domain toxin-antitoxin systems. The majority of
canonical PIN domain proteins in prokaryotes are toxin-
like components encoded in toxin-antitoxin (TA) operons.
The largest, central cluster of the sequences (Figure 2) cor-
responds to VapC (virulence-associated protein C) proteins
from prokaryotic VapBC TA systems. VapB is a transcrip-
tion factor-like protein acting as an inhibitor and VapC
is the PIN-domain ribonuclease toxin. Since the proteins
are encoded by a vapBC operon, often with overlapping
open reading frames, it is relatively straightforward to pre-
dict analogous systems. Based on the exhaustive genomic
neighborhood analysis of the defined PIN-like clusters, we
found that 28 of them comprise ribonucleases acting in po-
tential TA systems (Table 1). In total, we predicted that 20%
PIN domain-like superfamily proteins encoded in fully se-
quenced prokaryotic genomes (6,525 out of 32,958) are in-
volved in TA systems. In addition to already annotated PIN
(PF01850), PIN 2 (PF10130), PIN 3 (PF13470), PIN 4
(PF13638) and COG4634 families, we found that repre-
sentatives of COG2405 (DUF3368 (PF11848)), DUF4411
(PF14367) and nine families newly defined in this study
(i.e., PIN 10, PIN 13, PIN 14, PIN 15, PIN 16, PIN 17,
PIN 20, PIN 25, PIN 26) are encoded in direct proximity to
transcription factor-like genes, suggesting their role in TA
modules. On the other hand, we noticed that some PIN sub-
families (i.e., PIN.COG4956, PIN.4, PIN.5, PIN.6, PIN.7)
are characterized by different genomic contexts, which sug-
gests subfunctionalization within this canonical PIN cluster
(Table 1).

Most commonly, the TA operons consist of two genes,
where antitoxin is transcribed upstream of a PIN-domain
protein gene and encodes a small single-domain protein.
Preferences for neutralizing partners differ among PIN-like
clusters (Figure 4, Supplementary Figure S6A). In gen-
eral, most widespread antitoxins co-occurring with PIN-
domain proteins are: RelB/MetJ/Arc-like characterized
by a ribbon-helix-helix (RHH) fold (29% of the PIN-like
TA-associated domains), AbrB/MraZ/MazE-like with a
swapped hairpin fold (double-split beta-barrel in SCOP,
24%) (76), intrinsically disordered YefM/RelE/ParE-like
domains with Phd fold (22%), and HigB-like with a
helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif (16%). UPF0175 (PF03683,

Figure 4. Gene co-occurrence of the PIN-domain toxin and major anti-
toxin families. For a given PIN-like domain family, percentages correspond
to the number of prokaryotic genes located on the same strand and in close
proximity (separated by less than 100 nt) to the genes that encode an anti-
toxin of a given family (AbrB, HTH, RHH, UPF0175 or YefM), in refer-
ence to the total number of prokaryotic genes belonging to the family. The
calculations are based on the KEGG GENOME database (March 2016)
(57). Shown are the PIN-like families that include at least 10% prokaryotic
genes encoded in potential toxin-antitoxin operons.

COG2866) is found exclusively in the context of COG2405
and its putative DNA-binding function in TA systems was
discussed by Makarova et al. (59).

As it was noticed before (77), some PIN-domain toxin
genes are potentially encoded within more expanded TA
operons. For example, PIN 17 and PIN 15, are associ-
ated with GCN5-related N-acetyltransferase (GNAT) and
several PUA-like (or ASCH) domains, and are annotated
in protein databases as ‘acetyltransferase family proteins’
(Supplementary Figure S6B). These systems are found
sporadically in various bacteria and archaea lineages and
are co-transcribed with different genes depending on the
species. The GNAT proteins catalyze the transfer of the
acetyl group from acetyl coenzyme A (Ac-CoA) to a ni-
trogen atom in their protein or small molecule substrates
(78). In prokaryotes, this reaction is implicated in vari-
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ous functions, from antibiotic resistance and xenobiotic
metabolism to the regulation of translation (78). The PIN-
GNAT-PUA architecture was previously observed in the
context of new systems for nucleic acid acetylation, where
PUA would act as a recognition module, and RNA would
serve as a substrate or as a guide for DNA acetylation
(79). The PIN-associated GNAT-like domains exhibit sig-
nificant sequence similarity to the Pfam acetyltransferase
GNAT family (PF00583) and possess the same topology
of predicted secondary structure elements (����������).
However, the PIN-associated domain lacks a conserved
motif A (Arg/Gln-X-X-Gly-X-Gly/Ala), which in GNATs
is responsible for Ac-CoA pyrophosphate binding (80).
Therefore, the PIN-like domain proteins contain a degener-
ated version of the GNAT domain, meaning that––despite
the widespread annotation as ‘acetyltransferase family
proteins’––they probably lack the acetyltransferase activity.

In the discussed operons, a GNAT-like domain is al-
ways N-terminally fused with a PIN-like domain and C-
terminally fused with a PUA-like domain of RNA-binding
function (81,82). A second copy of the PUA domain is
always encoded in another operon component, and in �-
proteobacteria, it is fused with the DNA-binding HTH do-
main (Supplementary Figure S6B). Nevertheless, the pro-
tein and domain arrangement within the homologous oper-
ons is highly variable, even within individual taxonomic
phyla. In some genomes of �-proteobacteria and Bac-
teroidetes, the operons are augmented by additional AT-
Pase protein-coding genes. Furthermore, some proteobac-
terial and Bacteroidetes operons with the GNAT-PUA
combination lack a PIN-like domain, suggesting its dis-
pensable function in these systems.

GNAT proteins located in operons encoding also HTH
and RHH DNA-binding proteins were previously hypoth-
esized to be involved in antibiotic resistance (59). However,
none of the predicted GNAT proteins associated with nu-
clease domains has been characterized. A potential GNAT-
HTH TA system was discovered and tested experimentally
in Acinetobacter baumannii (83). Interestingly, its compo-
nents appeared to function oppositely than expected: the
HTH domain proteins act as a toxin arresting bacterial
growth, whereas the GNAT domain protein neutralizes this
effect. Specific roles of GNAT, PUA and HTH domains in
the extended systems utilizing PIN-like domains, as well as
a potential upstream signal triggering the response, remain
to be elucidated.

In another three-component regulatory system, a PIN-
like domain (i.e., COG2405, DUF4411, PIN 14, PIN 20,
or PIN 26) is co-transcribed with HTH and protease
DUF955 (PF06114, COG2856) domains (Supplementary
Figure S6C). In some cases, HTH domains are fused with
both, PIN-like domain and DUF955, and also located as
a standalone component of the TA systems. DUF955 is a
zinc-dependent peptidase-like domain present in IrrE from
Deinococcus deserti (84), ImmA from Bacillus subtilis (85),
and transcriptional regulators RamB (86) and PrpC (87).
The IrrE central domain is folded in a three-helix bundle,
with the second and third helices forming the HTH motif
(88). In TA systems, proteases act downstream by degrad-
ing free, unstructured antitoxins. Therefore, the Xre fam-
ily protein of the HTH fold might act as an antitoxin, the

activity of which can be both, autoregulated and inhib-
ited by the proteolytic cleavage by the DUF955-HTH fu-
sion protein. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that
both B. subtilis ImmA and D. deserti IrrE were shown to
degrade transcriptional repressors of the HTH fold (84,89).
As the PIN-associated DUF955 domain retains a conserved
HEXXH zinc-binding motif (88), the HTH-DUF955 genes
may represent a fused version of these toxin-antitoxin sys-
tems. In response to the cellular stress, DUF955 may act as a
protease degrading HTH Xre domains encoded within the
same gene, and thus activating the expression of the PIN-
domain gene. Consequently, this may constitute a novel
complex toxin-antitoxin system, in which the upstream sig-
nal triggering the protease activity still needs to be deter-
mined.

Link of PIN-like toxins to restriction-modification systems.
TA systems might preferentially cluster with and stabilize
other antivirus defense systems in the so-called defense is-
lands, i.e., discrete DNA segments that include various de-
fense systems (90). Restriction-modification systems (RM)
are another type of selfish mobile prokaryotic elements,
which sometimes behave as discrete units of life (91). Inter-
estingly, some PIN-related TA systems are organized into
more complex clusters related to programmed death, in-
cluding also subunits of RM systems. A link between TA
and RM systems has been recently suggested by Mruk and
Kobayashi, who noted that roles of restriction enzymes are
similar to those of toxins of TA systems, and modification
enzymes correspond to their antitoxins (92). Nevertheless,
any direct interaction between TA and RM systems, includ-
ing involvement of PIN-like nucleases as restriction mod-
ules, has not been shown yet.

Based on the genomic neighborhood analysis of PIN-like
genes, we found several cases of PIN-like nucleases presum-
ably transcriptionally coupled to type I RM subunits, usu-
ally accompanied by other genes (Supplementary Figure
S7). In some cases, antitoxin elements are missing, which
suggests a different mechanism of regulation of the toxin’s
activity. Usually, the genomic arrangements are not con-
served between closely related species, suggesting recent re-
arrangements. Interestingly, we did not observe PIN-like
nucleases in the context of putative type II RM systems (i.e.,
without specificity subunit). However, we found three oper-
ons encoding a PIN-like nuclease (usually associated with
TA systems), HsdM and HsdS subunits, without a clear
candidate for a restriction enzyme (Supplementary Figure
S7). Among the most complex defense islands, an operon in
the genome of Belliella baltica was found to encode a newly
discovered TA system (DUF433-PIN 10), type I HsdM and
HsdS subunits, and a single-chain modification-dependent
type IV restriction endonuclease, GmrSD.

DUF4411 (PF14367). DUF4411 remains a functionally
uncharacterized domain present in single-domain proteins
from bacteria and Archaea, which, according to the se-
quence clustering, can be separated into two subfamilies,
DUF4411.1 and Bacillales-specific DUF4411.2. They are
distantly related to the archetypal PIN domain and contain
a potential conserved active site that consists of four neg-
atively charged residues. DUF4411.2-coding genes are al-
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most always located in the context of DNA-binding HTH
domains, suggesting their function within the canonical
TA systems. In most Actinobacteria, the genes encoding
DUF4411.1 are expressed as mono-cistrons, while in other
phyla, they are located downstream to genes encoding fused
DUF955 (COG2856, ImmA) and HTH domains (Supple-
mentary Figure S6C). As discussed earlier, this suggests that
they may be involved in complex regulatory systems, based
on three components: transcriptional regulator, nuclease,
and protease. Interestingly, in Geobacillus sp. Y412MC61,
the gene encoding the HTH-DUF955 fusion protein is lo-
cated upstream to a gene encoding the COG2405 (another
PIN-like domain) protein (GYMC61 2169). As a gene
encoding DUF4411.2 (GYMC61 3375) is located down-
stream to the Xre (HTH) gene, this may represent shuffling
of the PIN-like domain proteins within different TA sys-
tems.

C-terminal region of DUF1308 (PF07000). According to
our predictions, DUF1308 (PF07000) comprises two do-
mains: the N-terminal region distantly related to the PD-
(D/E)XK nucleases and the C-terminal part with appar-
ent homology to the known PIN-like domains. The PIN-
like domain is widespread among eukaryotes, including an-
imals, plants, and fungi, but also present in some cyanobac-
teria, Deinococcus, and dsDNA viruses from the Mimiviri-
dae family. DUF1308 covers almost full length of human
protein C7orf25 (Uniprot ID: Q9BPX7), with the PIN-like
domain encompassing the 245–410 region. Interaction of
C7orf25 with threonyl-tRNA synthetase was included in
the high-quality human interactome (93), however, its func-
tion has not been studied.

The domain retains up to four potential catalytic
residues, thus, depending on the protein is predicted to be
an active or inactive nuclease. In eukaryotic and viral pro-
teins, it contains a large predicted helical insert after the first
canonical strand, whereas in bacterial proteins, the length of
this region is comparable to other canonical PIN-domain
structures. Since this helical region is located on the side
of the potential active site, it may influence substrate dis-
crimination. Interestingly, in a majority of the DUF1308-
containing proteins, the PIN-like domain is N-terminally
fused with a potentially active PD-(D/E)XK-like domain.
However, in some apicomplexa (Toxoplasma gondii, Ham-
mondia hammondi) and bacteria (Anabaena sp. 90, Nos-
toc sp. PCC7524), homologous proteins retain only the
PIN-like domain. In cyanobacteria, the DUF1308 proteins
are encoded upstream to genes coding for proteins with
DUF3349 domains. Although the function of DUF3349 is
unknown, analysis of its 3D structure ruled out a possible
DNA-binding role (94) and, consequently, the role of the
DUF1308 PIN-like domain within TA systems. In a vast
majority of proteins, the PD-(D/E)XK-like and PIN-like
domains are sole domains; cases of the DUF1308 domain
fusions are exceptional and include N-terminal nucleophile
(Ntn)-hydrolase domain, DUF1349, and LCCL domains.
The Ntn-DUF1308 fusion in some metazoan proteins (Ch-
elonia mydas, Camelus ferus) provides connection to the 20S
proteasome, where the Ntn domains may act as peptidases
(95).

N-terminal region of DUF4935 (PF16289). DUF4935
(PF16289) groups hundreds of uncharacterized proteins
around 350 residues in length and is found in various bac-
terial species from Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Firmi-
cutes, and Proteobacteria. Its N-terminal region (1–200)
shows homology to PIN-like domains (PIN, PIN 2, PIN 3,
PIN 4) and several crystal structures (e.g., PDB ID: 1w8i,
PDB ID: 1y82, PDB ID: 3tnd), and appears centrally in the
cluster map of models corresponding to the defined PIN-
like families (Supplementary Figure S5). Its less conserved
C-terminal part (201–380), comprising several predicted �-
helices and �-strands, does not show homology to any pro-
tein with solved structure. Therefore, it can be either an
addition to the fold core, or a separate domain. Sequence
alignment of the N-terminal part to other PIN-like domains
with solved structures shows conservation of several acidic
residues critical for chelating metal ions (i.e., corresponding
to a potential active site in PDB ID: 3tnd). Apart from these
conserved residues, the DUF4935 family proteins share a
long helical insert following the S2 strand and two �-helices
following S3, a feature characteristic for some PIN-like do-
mains (Supplementary Figure S4). Analysis of the genomic
context suggests that the DUF4935 genes are usually ex-
pressed as mono-cistrons.

Group 3: NYN-like nucleases

The third major group of the PIN domain-like superfamily,
NYN, was defined by Anantharaman and Aravind in 2006
(10). Although it spans proteins from all kingdoms of life,
none of them has been studied experimentally in the con-
text of nucleolytic function; however, some of the proteins
were suggested to act as RNA endonucleases, with speci-
ficity achieved through additional domains (96). The origi-
nal definition of the NYN group comprises two Pfam fami-
lies, i.e., NYN (PF01936) and NYN YacP (PF05991), with
rather distantly related sequences (Figure 2). We extended
the NYN-like group by four other families, two of which
were newly defined. Bacterial PIN 7 and eukaryotic PIN 11
cluster closely with NYN, whereas prokaryotic COG2454
and DUF188 seem more related to NYN YacP (Figure 3).

It was predicted that NYN domains bind one metal ion
through four conserved acidic residues (10). According to
the predictions and a crystal structure of one representative
(PDB ID: 2qip), the NYN domain resembles the canonical
PIN fold, however, unlike PIN and FEN variants, it lacks a
helical insert after S2, which results in a relatively exposed
active site (Figures 1 and 3). The ‘cross-over helix’, connect-
ing the S3 and S4 strands of the structural core, does not
contain other helical inserts, as in some VapC-like struc-
tures. This feature distinguishes NYN-like domains from
other groups. Notably, in NYN YacP and COG2454, the
predicted H2 helix is considerably longer than in the NYN
family.

NYN (PF01936). The NYN family defined by Anan-
tharaman and Aravind was typified by eukaryotic Nedd4-
binding protein 1 (N4BP1) and the bacterial YacP proteins
(10). However, its current Pfam definition does not cover
any of the proteins: N4BP1 belongs to RNase Zc3h12a
(PF11977) and YacP proteins are classified within the
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NYN YacP (PF05991) family. Accordingly, NYN encom-
passes a large group of moderately similar sequences,
i.e., according to our sequence clustering, could be sub-
sequently divided into four groups, here referred to as
NYN.COG1432, NYN.1, NYN.2, and NYN.3. Despite the
earlier hypothesis, none of their representatives has been
studied in the context of the putative nuclease function.
Based on the conserved gene neighborhood, bacterial NYN
domains were implicated in tRNA or rRNA processing
(10), yet, any functional studies are still lacking.

NYN.COG1432 is the most abundant group, present
in all domains of life, primarily bacteria, and com-
prises LabA-like proteins defined under COG1432 (CDD
ID: cd06167). In cyanobacterium Synechococcus elonga-
tus, LabA and its paralog lalA are involved in neg-
ative feedback expression regulation of the circadian
clock protein KaiC (97,98). Interestingly, LabA homolog
(nicB, PSS 0380) in Pseudomonas putida S16 possesses
a nicotine-degrading ability, catalyzing the hydroxylation
of 6-hydroxy-3-succinoylpyridine (99,100). However, an-
other domain present in the protein, DUF2384, may
be responsible for this activity. Some bacterial NYN-
coding genes can be found in operons together with
genes encoding tRNA/rRNA maturation proteins, such
as SpoU (Ferpe 1981 from Fervidobacterium pennivorans)
and RNase T (PPS 4608 from Pseudomonas putida S16),
or DNA-modification enzymes, such as Udg4 (Gdia 0379
from Gluconacetobacter diazotrophicus PA1 5). In eukary-
otes, the LabA-like PIN domains are present mostly in
fungi, usually fused with Oskar-TDRD5/TDRD7 HTH
(OST-HTH) RNA-binding domains. In symbiotic fungus
Rhizophagus, the LabA-like PIN domain was previously
found in multiple effectors for plant pathogenesis and sug-
gested as a toxin targeting specific host RNAs (101). The
PIN-(OST-HTH) domain architecture is commonly found
also in bacteria and archaea. Previously, it was predicted
as a novel, standalone RNA-degradation system, where the
OST-HTH domain would recruit substrates for processing
or degradation (102).

NYN.1 is a eukaryote-specific cluster, abundant in
opisthokonts and green plants. Some plant species have un-
dergone substantial expansions of the genes encoding this
domain, e.g., the Arabidopsis lyrata genome bears 91 such
paralogs. Human limkain b1 (meiosis arrest female 1 pro-
tein, MARF1) was previously shown as a component of
mRNA processing bodies through a direct interaction with
a central component of the mammalian core-decapping
complex, Ge-1 (103). Its role was implicated in the pro-
tection against DNA double-strand breaking, as well as in
meiosis and retrotransposon surveillance in oocytes (104).
MARF1 contains NYN.1, RNA recognition motif (RRM)
and OST-HTH domains, however, its specific role in the reg-
ulation of mRNA stability still needs to be determined.

NYN.2 groups bacterial and plant LabA-like uncharac-
terized proteins of high sequence similarity (i.e., nearly 700
sequences cluster to only 19 representatives at 40% sequence
identity). In Actinobacteria, the corresponding genes (e.g.,
Rv0207c from M. tuberculosis) are usually found in oper-
ons coding for a putative tRNA methyltransferase (TrmB,
COG0220; Rv0208c) and membrane efflux pump (YdfJ,
COG2409; Rv0206c). Recently, the Rv0202c–Rv0207c ge-

nomic region was described to encode a unique mycobac-
terial heme uptake system implicated in sequestering heme
iron from the host (105). However, the role of the NYN pro-
tein in this system has not been studied.

NYN.3 comprises mainly fungal (e.g., Fusarium, As-
pergillus, Penicillum, Agaricus) uncharacterized proteins
(usually longer than 400 aa). They do not share a charac-
teristic common domain architecture; however, the NYN.3
domain is typically located at the C-terminus.

NYN YacP (PF05991). Unlike NYN domains, the
NYN YacP domain is characterized by a conserved ‘GYN’
motif following the first conserved Asp in strand S1. This
feature was described by Anantharaman and Aravind as
distinguishing NYN sequences from PIN and FEN groups
(10), however, with current Pfam definitions of the families,
it is specific only to NYN YacP. According to our predic-
tions, proteins with NYN YacP contain two �-helices with
conserved basic residues at the C-terminus of the nuclease
domain. Conservation of putative catalytic amino acids
suggests that the NYN YacP domain functions as an active
ribonuclease, with active site formed by at least four Asp
residues, potentially assisted by several Glu and Ser/Thr
residues (Figure 3).

NYN YacP is ubiquitously found in bacteria and some
eukaryotes, mainly plants. The function of any of its repre-
sentatives is not known, but the gene neighborhood anal-
ysis suggests that it can be involved in the central RNA
metabolism. In most gram-positive bacteria and eukary-
otes, NYN YacP family members are single-domain pro-
teins. The gene encoding an NYN YacP-domain protein
in B. subtilis (BSU00970) is a part of a large gltX-cysE-
cysS-mrnC-yacO-yacP operon, which encodes glutamyl-
tRNA synthetase, serine acetyltransferase, cysteinyl-tRNA
synthetase, mini-ribonuclease 3 processesing 23S rRNA,
and putative tRNA/rRNA methyltransferase YacO (106)
(Supplementary Figure S6G). The conserved gene neigh-
borhood persists in almost 300 genomes from Firmicutes
(mostly Bacilli and Clostridia). A homologous operon in
Listeria monocytogenes contains also sigma-70 RNA poly-
merase factor rpoE (107). Altogether, the data suggest that
in the gram-positive bacteria NYN YacP may be involved
in the rRNA/tRNA processome complex.

Interestingly, in some Clostridia, NYN YacP is fused
with a TetM-like domain (CDD ID: cd04168). The TetM-
like tetracyclin-resistance proteins are paralogs of the trans-
lational GTPase EF-G, thus can mimic their structure
and function, and actively remove tetracycline from the
ribosome in a GTP-hydrolysis-dependent manner (108).
Whether the role of the TetM like domain in TetM-
NYN YacP fusion proteins is related to tetracycline resis-
tance or whether a nuclease can be involved in this process is
unclear. Intriguingly, some of the corresponding genes are
found to be potentially co-expressed with genes encoding
HTH-domain proteins, suggesting a potential functional di-
versification within this highly conserved nuclease family
(Supplementary Figure S6G).

PIN 11. PIN 11 is a newly identified family that
comprises a C-terminal domain of human ZNF451
(COASTER) and its homologs. It is specific to Eumetazoa
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and distantly related to the bacterial family PIN 7. Ac-
cording to our sequence-to-structure mappings, these two
families represent a minimized NYN variant of the PIN
domain-like fold (Figure 3). PIN 11 is a potential active
nuclease due to the presence of at least four conserved Asp
residues in the predicted active site.

PIN 11 corresponds to the 887–1002 region in isoform
1 of human ZNF451 (Uniprot ID: Q9Y4E5–1), while
isoform 2 (Uniprot ID: Q9Y4E5–2) is missing the N-
terminal beta-strand of the PIN domain-like fold. Human
ZNF451, similarly to other higher eukaryotes, contains 11
predicted C2H2-type zinc fingers. It functions in promyelo-
cytic leukemia bodies in the nucleus as a transcriptional co-
factor, as a coactivator or corepressor, depending on the fac-
tors with which it interacts (109). Moreover, ZNF451 was
shown to interact with p300 by the PIN-like domain and to
negatively regulate TGF-beta signaling in a p300-dependent
and sumoylation-independent manner (109). Interestingly,
PIN 11 sequences contain several conserved Cys and His
residues within the PIN-like domain, which may suggest
stabilization of the domain structure with an embedded
short zinc-binding loop. The zinc finger may enhance bind-
ing of the PIN-like protein to the target RNA, as observed
in MCPIP1 (110).

DUF188 (PF02639). DUF188 is a family of well con-
served, uncharacterized bacterial proteins from a wide
range of taxonomic phyla, comprising YqxD from B. sub-
tilis (BSU25230) and YaiI from Escherichia coli (b0387).
Multiple sequence alignment of the family shows at least
five conserved positions of acidic residues following the pre-
dicted core S1, S3 and S4 strands. The predicted secondary
structure profile resembles that of the NYN-like variant of
the PIN domain-like fold, with a short �-helix after S1 and
a short loop that connects S2 and S3. Moreover, similarly to
NYN YacP, DUF188 retains two long predicted �-helices
following the PIN-like domain, with several conserved pos-
itively charged residues that might be involved in substrate
binding.

In E. coli, yaiL is transcribed as a mono-cistron (111),
whereas in Firmicutes, e.g., B. subtilis and Listeria mono-
cytogenes, YqxD proteins are encoded within RNA poly-
merase major sigma43 operons. The sigma43 operon com-
prises dnaG, encoding the DNA primase involved in the
initiation of chromosome replication, and rpoD, which en-
codes the principal sigma subunit of RNA polymerase
(112,113) (Supplementary Figure S6D). Expression of this
operon is tightly regulated by at least seven promoters, and
activated upon stress exposure (114). YqxD was shown to
be dispensable for vegetative growth in B. subtilis, yet influ-
enced timing of bacterial sporulation (115).

On the other hand, in some closely related Bacilli lineages
(B. cereus, B. anthracis, B. thuringiensis), the correspond-
ing gene can be found in the genomic context of GntR-
family, MocR-type regulator (ARO8, COG1167; BC3039
in B. cereus). The MocR-like protein consists of an N-
terminal winged HTH DNA-binding domain and a large C-
terminal type I aminotransferase domain (116). The amino-
transferase catalyzes the pyridoxal 5′-phosphate (PLP)-
dependent reversible transfer of an amino group from the
amino acid substrate to an acceptor �-keto acid (117). In

analogy to another GntR-family regulator, B. subtilis GabR
(118), binding of the aminotransferase effector may result in
a conformational change that regulates DNA-binding affin-
ity of the HTH domain. However, the functional coupling
of DUF188 and COG1167, its similarity to TA systems and
the effector of COG1167 still need to be determined.

COG2454. COG2454 encompasses two domains, i.e., an
N-terminal �-helical DUF434 (PF04256) and, according to
our predictions, a highly conserved C-terminal PIN-like do-
main. The consensus of secondary structure predictions ob-
tained with Genesilico Metaserver (38) shows that the N-
terminal region comprises at least four �-helices with sev-
eral clusters of positively charged residues, suggesting in-
volvement in substrate binding. Although the structure of
the PIN-like domain is not known, both Meta-BASIC and
HHpred provided reliable mappings to several FEN-like
structures, e.g., FEN1 from Sulfolobus solfataricus (PDB
ID: 2izo). Similarly to the FEN-like structures, COG2454
seems to contain a long helical insertion following S1, but as
an NYN-type domain contains a short helix after S2 (Fig-
ure 3). The predicted active site includes at least five highly
conserved Asp residues.

The phylogenetic distribution of COG2454 is wide, how-
ever, it indicates significant gaps in the classical tree of life.
The representatives are rather scattered in many bacterial
phyla (mostly in organisms from extreme environments, in-
cluding Clostridia, Bacteroidetes, Spirochaetes), yet abun-
dant in Crenarchaeota and Euryarchaeota branches of Ar-
chaea. While mostly monocistronic in bacterial genomes,
in Archaea, typified by S. solfataricus P2 SSO0340, the
COG2454 genes are located within polycistronic operons
encoding proteins involved in translation, phosphate trans-
port and metabolism, tRNA maturation, and rRNA/tRNA
themselves (Supplementary Figure S6E). Regarding its
genome neighborhood, this family is a strong candidate for
an exonuclease involved in tRNA or rRNA maturation.

In Archaea, as in other domains of life, tRNA matura-
tion requires removal of extra sequences at both, 5′- and
3′-ends. While 5′ cleavage is catalyzed by quasi-universal
RNase P, the 3′ cleavage is more complex and can proceed
via two alternative pathways: endonucleolytic or exonucle-
olytic. In endonucleolytic pathway, endonuclease RNase Z
cleaves pre-tRNA directly downstream of the discrimina-
tor nucleotide. However, its activity strongly depends on
the presence of the CCA motif, and this relationship de-
pends on the tRNA 3′-trailers present in the organism (119).
While in the majority of studied organisms, the activity of
RNase Z is inhibited by the CCA motif, RNase Z from
T. maritima can cleave CCA-containing pre-tRNAs after
CCA (120). RNase Z from P. aerophilus, whose genome
contains both CCA-less and CCA-containing tRNAs, pro-
cesses exclusively CCA-containing pre-tRNAs in vitro. This
inherency suggests additional enzymatic activities or cofac-
tors for the tRNA 3′ maturation of CCA-less pre-tRNAs.

Given the strong substrate selectivity of RNase T in-
volved in the exonucleolytic pathway, it has been suggested
that another pathway of tRNA maturation must exist. In
bacteria, the exonucleolytic pathway is performed via the
action of six exoribonucleases discovered so far, among
which RNase PH plays a significant role. Archaea encode
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only one homolog, which mostly is RNase PH. In B. sub-
tilis, it is difficult for RNase PH to remove the nucleotide
immediately downstream of the CCA motif (121). Similarly
to bacterial genomes, archaeal genomes with COG2454
contain a mixture of CCA-less and CCA-containing pre-
tRNAs. Thus, one would expect these species also to pos-
sess two 3′-processing pathways. However, the presence of
the exonucleolytic pathway is still an open question. It is un-
likely that archaea encode only a single exonuclease; other
exonucleases need to be discovered (122).

In S. solfataricus P2, SSO0340 is co-expressed with a gene
encoding alanyl-tRNA synthetase and tRNA-Arg (123),
similarly to Pyrococcus horikoshii Nob1, which is involved
in rRNA maturation (124). Interestingly, the RNA-seq data
indicates that the precursor tRNA-Arg transcript contains
a 3′-trailer of ∼100 nt in length (123). According to the
RNAfold (125) prediction, the precursor folds into a com-
plex secondary structure that includes a stable hairpin right
downstream of the 3′-end of the mature transcript. The only
enzymes known to be involved in the removal of the tRNA
3′-trailer in Archaea are endonuclease RNase Z and ex-
onuclease RNase PH; however, their substrate specificity
in S. solfataricus remains unknown (122). Therefore, given
the strong conservation of the potential nuclease active site
(Table 1) and persistent appearance of the COG2454 genes
in close proximity to the tRNA-associated operons in the
genomes of Crenarchaeota, it is tempting to speculate that
COG2454 may be involved in a new nucleolytic pathway of
tRNA maturation.

Group 4: PRORP

Initially, the C-terminal domain of Arabidopsis thaliana
At2g32230 was listed as a member of the NYN family (10).
Later studies have shown that it is a representative of a
large family of proteinaceous RNase P (PRORP) present
in eukaryotic organelles and, as an RNA endonuclease, it
removes the 5′-leader from precursor tRNA (126). How-
ever, analysis of known and predicted structures suggests
that PRORP domains are distinct from NYN and, together
with RNase Zc3h12a (PF11977) and RNase Zc3h12a 2
(PF14626), should be considered as a separate group (Fig-
ure 3, Supplementary Figure S2). Among those three fami-
lies, crystal structures were solved for the PRORP (PDB ID:
4g23) and RNase Zc3h12a (PDB ID: 3v33) families. Unlike
NYN-like structures, they possess a short H2′ helix, corre-
sponding to the helical arch of FEN-like nucleases (Figure
1). Moreover, both PRORP1 and ZC3H12A structures re-
vealed unique bent helices between S4 and S5 and an ex-
tended core �-sheet (Supplementary Figure S4).

Both PRORP and ZC3H12A nuclease domains act as
RNA endonucleases with substrate specificity achieved
through additional RNA-binding domains (127,128). In-
terestingly, they are both fused with zinc-binding motifs.
The crystal structure and sequence analysis revealed that
PRORP nucleases contain an extended active site composed
of 5–7 acidic residues, which can coordinate two metal ions
(127,129). Similarly to the RNA-based RNase P, they were
suggested to employ a two-metal-dependent catalytic mech-
anism (127). On the other hand, the crystal structure of
ZC3H12A features only one bound metal ion, yet embed-

ded in an expanded water network (128). The smallest fam-
ily belonging to this group, RNase Zc3h12a 2, comprises
close homologs of Ceanorhabditis elegans eri-9 protein, yet,
it is characterized by a variable number of predicted active
site residues. The catalytic mechanism for the Zc3h12a-like
nucleases needs to be studied.

RNase Zc3h12a (PF11977). Nedd4-binding protein
(N4BP1), which was used to define the NYN family by
Anantharaman and Aravind (10), currently falls into the
RNase Zc3h12a definition. Together with six other pro-
teins (Zc3h12a/MCPIP1, Zc3h12b/MCPIP2, Zc3h12c/MC
PIP3, Zc3h12d/MCPIP4, NYNRIN/CGIN1, and KHNY
N/KIAA0323), they constitute an abundant repertoire of
human RNase Zc3h12a domain-containing proteins. Out
of them, MCPIP1 has been studied most extensively; it was
shown to function in various cellular processes, including
intracellular mRNA turnover (130), antiviral defense (131)
and miRNA biogenesis (132), and its PIN-like domain acts
as an endoribonuclease (70,128). Interestingly, N4BP1,
CGIN1, and KHNYN proteins are probably of retroviral
origin (133), however, their role in human cells still needs
to be discovered.

Group 5: Mut7-C-like domains

Mut7-C (PF01927) clusters closely with three other families
of unknown function, i.e., COG4634, PIN 10 and PIN 16.
The structure of Mut7-C-like domains is unknown, how-
ever, according to our predictions, they are characterized
by the most diverged and reduced structure. The alignment
to other PIN-like sequences suggests that the Mut7-C-like
structure lacks core elements H3 and S3, which are located
at the borderline of the central �-sheet (Figure 3), thus, they
might be classified as a distinct protein fold. However, the
remaining secondary structure elements are apparently ho-
mologous to other PIN-like proteins in terms of sequence
similarity, as well as localization of the active site residues.
Likewise, the Mut7-C-like group should be considered as a
shortened version of the PIN fold.

Mut7-C (PF01927). Distant homology of Mut7-C to the
characterized PIN domains was first discovered using it-
erative sequence profile searches by Iyer et al. (11), where
it was linked to the ubiquitin signaling system due to fu-
sion to ubiquitin-like domains. The PIN-like domain con-
tains a zinc-ribbon inserted at the C-terminus, character-
ized by four conserved Cys residues. Sequence alignment
shows that only the first active site residue following S1 is
conserved; the presence of the other residues and, therefore,
nuclease activity, depends on the species.

In most eukaryotes, the Mut7-C domain is N-terminally
fused with the 3′–5′ exonuclease RNase D family domain
(DNA pol A exo1, PF01612); in archaea and most bac-
teria, it acts as a standalone module, whereas in other
bacteria, it is fused with ubiquitin-like domain of poten-
tial RNA-binding function (11). In some lower eukary-
otes (e.g., Saprolegnia, Aphanomyces), besides the two do-
mains, Mut7 proteins contain an aminoacyl-tRNA edit-
ing domain, which is involved in the tRNA editing of mis-
charged tRNAs. Mut7 protein in C. elegans is involved in
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transposon silencing and RNA interference through its N-
terminal 3′–5′ exonuclease domain (134). Its human ho-
molog EXD3 (Uniprot ID: Q8N9H8) has not been studied;
however, it was shown to be involved in cullin-RING ubiq-
uitin ligase network via interaction with Cullin-1 (135). In-
terestingly, in some Euryarchaeota (e.g., Haloferax volcanii,
HVO 074), the Mut7-C genes are located downstream to
DNA-directed polymerase X, involved in DNA repair (Sup-
plementary Figure S6F).

Reaction mechanism of the PIN-like nucleases

Catalyzed reactions (exo vs. endo). PIN-like nucleases
are versatile nucleolytic catalysts, being exploited in cen-
tral cellular processes. Despite possessing the conserved
Rossmann-like fold, their molecular function varies in re-
gard to several mechanical aspects, summarized in Table 2.
At a general level, they can act as 5′–3′ exonucleases, cleav-
ing single nucleotides from the 5′ end of a polynucleotide
chain, or endonucleases, cleaving an internal phosphodi-
ester bond. PIN-like nucleases typically display only one
of the above activities. Members of two FEN-like fami-
lies, classified in Pfam as internal domain of Xeroderma
Pigmentosum Complementation Group G (XPG I) and N-
terminal domain of 5′–3′ exonucleases (5 3 exonuc N), act
both as exo- and endonucleases (136); however, as key play-
ers in DNA replication, they also have been most exten-
sively studied, involving decades of research. It should be
noted that in some studies the reported 5′–3′ exonuclease
activity refers to the structure-specific endonuclease activ-
ity, with a requirement of free 5′ end (flap) (137). Although
the N-terminal domain of 5′–3′ exonucleases (XRN N) dis-
plays similar structural architecture (Supplementary Figure
S4), its representatives have been shown to act only as 5′–3′
exonucleases (138). On the other hand, VapC- and NYN-
like nucleases display only endoribonucleolytic activity, rec-
ognizing specific RNA secondary structures, and in some
cases sequence motifs (139).

Two metal ion catalysis and active site. Despite many
solved structures and biochemical studies, the precise cat-
alytic mechanism of the PIN-like nucleases is still a subject
of debate (140). Nevertheless, they are generally thought
to utilize two metal ion cleavage mechanism, supported by
Mg2+ or Mn2+ ions. In this model, the first ion (‘ion B’,
according to the nomenclature proposed by Yang (1)) is
buried deeply in the catalytic site and assists the 3′-O leaving
group. The second ion (‘ion A’), located on the nucleophile
side, is bound more weakly (141). It is generally agreed that
ion A plays a more important role (nucleophile formation)
than ion B (transition state stabilization) (142). According
to crystal structures and theoretical simulations, during the
reaction the two metal ions are separated by 3.5–5.2 Å and
positioned in line with the phospho-sugar backbone of the
substrate (142–144).

Although several acidic residues were listed as critical for
catalytic activity of PIN-like nucleases, the carboxylate lo-
cated in the N-terminal part of the crossover helix H4 seems
to play an exceptional role as it spans both ion binding
pockets. Moreover, in many nucleases, it coordinates both
ions directly, e.g., in VapC (145), EXO1 (68), PRORP (127),

or participates in shaping the water network involved in the
ion binding (7,28,141,146,147). Also, an invariant Asp lo-
cated at the strand S1 is essential for catalysis. It is involved
rather in ion A binding and barely coordinates it directly,
as it is buried much deeper within the active site. The above
two residues, together with carboxylate located at S2 (or at
the additional helix immediately after S2 in VapC-like pro-
teins, Figure 3), line ion A binding pocket, and in concert
with Asp at S4 and adjacent structural elements shape the
ion B binding site.

Variations in the active site composition within the PIN
domain-like superfamily hinder establishment of a mecha-
nism common to all PIN-like nucleases. The FEN-like nu-
cleases are usually characterized by the most expanded ac-
tive site of seven acidic residues (Table 2). They form two
metal-binding sites (sites A and B), each coordinating one
divalent metal ion (13). Much effort has been put to explain
varied numbers of metal ions observed in the crystal struc-
tures and their interatomic distances exceeding that for a
typical two metal ion mechanism (140). Mutagenesis stud-
ies have shown that one divalent metal ion is both neces-
sary and sufficient for structure-specific endonuclease ac-
tivity, whereas two divalent metal ions are required to sup-
port exonucleolytic cleavage (141). Additional kinetic anal-
yses have shown that site B is involved in substrate bind-
ing rather than chemical catalysis (148) and triggers con-
formational changes (149). Moreover, as the position of ion
B varies across different crystal structures and three metal
ions were observed in E. coli PolA (PDB ID: 1taq), a mech-
anism involving three metal ions has been suggested (150).

In contrast, the active site of the canonical PIN-like nu-
cleases is usually formed by 4–5 acidic residues correspond-
ing to site A of the FEN-like enzymes, supplemented by
Ser/Thr residues (9). As most structures of VapC-like nu-
cleases have been solved with only one metal ion bound to
the active site, their catalytic mechanism is still an open de-
bate. Only recently, a mechanism in which only one metal
ion is necessary has been supported by different experimen-
tal strategies (151). On the other hand, despite having a
stripped-down active site, consisting of five acidic residues,
VapC15 and PRORP1 were shown to coordinate two diva-
lent metal ions in the crystal structures (127,145). The two
metal ion catalysis in PRORP1 was further confirmed by
examination of metal and pH dependence of the substrate
cleavage (152).

Substrate specificity. The XPG-like (belonging to the
XPG I family) and PolA-like (5 3 exonuc N) nucleases are
generally recognized as structure-specific nucleases (Table
2). The structure-specific activity occurs at double strand-
single strand junctions in bifurcated nucleic acid sub-
strates such as flap, pseudo-Y and 5′-overhanging hairpin
(65,153,154). The structure-specific 5′ nuclease activity of
FEN-like domains is used commonly during DNA repli-
cation. For example, FEN1 removes RNA from Okazaki
fragments, which are formed on the lagging strand (140),
whereas DNA polymerase I cleaves primers or damaged nu-
cleotides. Similar activity, specific towards DNA containing
duplexes, bubbles or loops, is performed by XPG proteins
and plays a central role in nucleotide excision repair (155).
XPG proteins with severely impaired endonuclease activ-
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Table 2. Functions and catalytic strategies of selected PIN-like domains

Enzyme PIN-like cluster Endonucleolytic activity
5′–3′ exonucleolytic
activity Biological function Active site

Metal ions in tertiary
structures

E. coli DNA
polymerase I
(polA)

5 3 exonuc N DNA, RNA and
RNA-DNA (preferentially
cleaves on the junction
between a 5′ single-strand
and duplex, i.e., 5′ flap)
(65)

DNA (single-stranded
(181) and double-stranded
(182))

DNA replication: removal
of the RNA primers from
lagging strand fragments.
DNA repair: mediation of
the nick translation.

Two metal binding sites, A
and B (7 x Asp/Glu: D13,
D63, E113, D115, D116,
D138, D140)

One Zn2+ bound in the
crystal structure of
Thermus aquaticus
homolog (PDB ID: 1taq).
Nuclease active with
Mg2+ and Mn2+, but not
with Zn2+ or Ca2+ (65).

E. coli flap
endonuclease
Xni (ExoIX,
ygdG)

5 3 exonuc N DNA (5′ flap and pseudo
flap-like structures) (72)

–– (183) Unknown biological
function. As mutations of
this gene are synthetically
lethal with those in
polymerase I, the protein
has been implied in
Okazaki fragment
maturation (184).

Metal binding site A (5 x
Asp/Glu: D9, D50, E102,
D104, D127)

Two Mg2+ 2.5 Å apart
bound in the crystal
structure of the complex
with DNA (PDB ID:
3zd8). One K+ bound at
an interface between the
H3TH domain and DNA.
Ca2+ has inhibitory effect
(72).

Bacteriophage
T4 RNase H
(rnh)

5 3 exonuc N DNA (junction between a
single-strand and duplex)
(7,185)

DNA (dsDNA),
RNA-DNA (7,185)

DNA replication: removal
of the RNA primers from
lagging strand fragments
(186).

Sites A and B (7 x
Asp/Glu: D19, D71,
E130, D132, D155, D157,
D200)

Two Mg2+ 7 Å apart
bound in the crystal
structure (PDB ID: 1tfr).
No metal ions in the
complex with fork DNA
(PDB ID: 2ihn).

Human
exonuclease 1
(EXO1)

XPG I DNA (5′ flap and pseudo
flap-like
structure-specific),
RNA-DNA (RNA primer
removal from Okazaki
fragments) (187,188)

DNA (dsDNA, low
activity on ssDNA)
(187,188)

DNA replication: removal
of the RNA primers from
lagging strand fragments
(187,188).

Sites A and B (7 x
Asp/Glu: D30, D78,
E150, D152, D171, D173,
D225)

Two Mn2+ 4.1 Å apart
bound in the crystal
structure of the complex
with DNA (PDB ID:
3qeb).

Human flap
endonuclease 1
(FEN1)

XPG I DNA (5′ flap and pseudo
flap-like structure-specific,
gapped DNA duplex, not
ssDNA and dsDNA)
(153,189)

DNA (nicked or gapped
dsDNA (190), but not
ssDNA (191))

DNA replication: removal
of the RNA primers from
lagging strand fragments,
resolution of stalled DNA
replication forks. DNA
repair: long-patch base
excision repair (192).

Sites A and B (7 x
Asp/Glu: D34, D86,
E158, E160, D179, D181,
D233)

Two Mg2+ 3.4 Å apart
bound in the crystal
structure of the complex
with PCNA (PDB ID:
1ul1).

Human gap
endonuclease 1
(GEN1)

XPG I DNA (5′ flap, replication
fork, Holliday junction)
(193)

–– (194) Homologous
recombination: Holliday
junction resolution (195).

Sites A and B (7 x
Asp/Glu: D30, E75, E134,
E136, D155, D157, D208)

One Mg2+ bound in the
crystal structure of the
complex with DNA (PDB
ID: 5t9j).

Human DNA
repair protein
complementing
XP-G cells
(ERCC5)

XPG I DNA (single-stranded
structure-specific,
including bubble and
splayed arm substrates)
(189)

? DNA repair: nucleotide
excision repair (NER)
(196).

Sites A and B (7 x
Asp/Glu: D30, D77,
E789, E791, D810, D812,
D861)

––

Virion host
shutoff protein
(UL41)

XPG I RNA (mRNA) (157) ? Decay of host mRNAs
(197).

Sites A and B (7 x
Asp/Glu: D34, D82,
E192, D194, D213, D125,
D261) (198)

––

Human exori-
bonuclease 1
(XRN1)

XRN N ? RNA (5′
monophosphorylated
single-stranded or duplex
substrates (158), mouse
(199) and yeast (200)
homologs postulated to
cleave G4-tetraplex
substrates), DNA (yeast
homolog cleaves
single-stranded DNA
(201))

RNA decay: major 5’–3’
exoribonuclease in mRNA
decay (158). rRNA
maturation in yeast (159).

Sites A and B (7 x
Asp/Glu: D35, D86,
E176, E178, D206, D208,
D292)

One Mg2+ bound in the
crystal structure of
Drosophila melanogaster
homolog (PDB ID: 2y35).
One Mn2+ bound in the
crystal structure of
Kluyveromyces lactis
homolog (PDB ID: 3pif).

S. pombe
Rat1/Xrn2

XRN N ? RNA (5′
monophosphorylated
single-stranded substrates
(202))

Transcription termination
(203).

Sites A and B (7 x
Asp/Glu: D55, D104,
E205, E207, D235, D237,
D336)

One Mg2+ bound in the
crystal structure of the
complex with Rai1 (PDB
ID: 3fqd).

A. thaliana
PRORP1

PRORP RNA (tRNA or
tRNA-like structures) (12)

? tRNA maturation: 5′
maturation of tRNA
precursors (126).

Site A (5 x Asp: D399,
D493, D497, D474, D475)
(204)

Two Mn2+ bound in the
crystal structure (PDB ID:
4g24).

Human endori-
bonuclease
ZC3H12A
(MCPIP1)

RNase Zc3h12a RNA (preferentially
cleaves a stem-loop
structure) (132)

? mRNA decay (130),
miRNA biogenesis
regulation (132), viral
infection.

Site A (5 x Asp: D141,
D225, D226, D244, D248)
(128)

One Mg2+ bound in the
crystal structure (PDB ID:
3v33). Nuclease active
with Mg2+ and Mn2+, but
not with Fe2+, Zn2+ or
Ca2+ (128).

S. cerevisiae
Nob1

PIN 6 RNA (single-stranded
region of a hairpin, i.e. site
D of 18S rRNA) (175)

? rRNA maturation (175). Site A (4 x Asp/Glu: D15,
E43, D92, D110; but D110
is not essential for
function) (124)

NMR structure of P.
horikoshii homolog (PDB
ID: 2lcq). Nuclease active
with Mn2+, but not with
Mg2+ (in P. horikoshii
homolog).
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Table 2. Continued

Enzyme PIN-like cluster Endonucleolytic activity
5′–3′ exonucleolytic
activity Biological function Active site

Metal ions in tertiary
structures

Human
telomerase-
binding protein
EST1A
(SMG6)

PIN 4.COG1875 RNA (single-stranded, not
double-stranded,
preferentially cleaves
within a degenerate
pentameric motif (163)),
not single-stranded DNA
(161)

? Nonsense-mediated
mRNA decay (205).

Site A (4 x Asp/Glu:
D1251, E1282, D1353,
D1392)

No metal ions in the
crystal structure (PDB ID:
2hww). Nuclease active
with Mn2+ and, to a much
lesser extent, Mg2+ (161).

Human
exosome
complex
exonuclease
RRP44 (DIS3)

Rrp44 RNA (single-stranded,
preferentially 5′
monophosphorylated, as
shown for yeast homolog)
(162,206)

? Exosome-mediated
mRNA decay (206).

Site A (4 x Asp/Glu: D69,
E97, D146, D177)

No metal ions in the
crystal structure of the
exosome complex (PDB
ID: 4ifd). Nuclease active
with Mn2+, Mg2+ and
Zn2+.

Yeast rRNA-
processing
protein UTP24

Fcf1 RNA (sequence-specific,
cleaves sites A1 and A2 of
18S pre-rRNA) (170)

? rRNA maturation (23). Site A (4 x Asp/Glu: D68,
E105, D139, D157)

No metal ions in the
PIN-like domain in the
crystal structure (PDB ID:
4mj7). Nuclease active
with Mn2+ and Mg2+.

M. tuberculosis
VapC15

PIN.COG1487 RNA (cleaves
tRNA3Leu-CAG) (139)

? Toxin-antitoxin (with
VapB15 as an antitoxin)
(145).

Site A (5 x Asp/Glu: D4,
E42, D96, D114, D116).

Mn2+-Mg2+ pair bound
in the crystal structure of
the heterotrimeric
complex (VapBC2) with
antitoxin (PDB ID: 4chg).
Both metals are shared by
the toxin-antitoxin pair.

M. tuberculosis
VapC5

PIN.COG1487 RNA (low activity on
double-stranded RNA),
no activity on dsDNA (28)

? Potential toxin-antitoxin
(with VapB5 as an
antitoxin).

Site A (4 x Asp/Glu: D26,
E57, D115, D135)

No metal ions bound in
the crystal structure of the
complex with antitoxin
(PDB ID: 3dbo). Nuclease
active with Mg2+.

H. influenzae
ribonuclease
VapC1

PIN.COG1487 RNA (structure- and
sequence-specific, cleaves
initiator tRNA between
the anticodon stem and
loop, but does not cleave
mRNA, rRNA or
tmRNA), no activity on
ssDNA or dsDNA
(207,208)

? Toxin-antitoxin: inhibition
of translation initiation
and translation activation
at elongated codons (15).

Site A (4 x Asp/Glu/Asn:
D6, E43, D99, E120 or
N117 –– polar residue
required at this position
(209))

Crystal structure not
available, only a 3D model
(209).

R. felis VapC2 PIN.COG1487 RNA (cleaves
single-stranded RNA)
(210)

? Toxin-antitoxin:
pathogenesis (210).

Site A (4 x Asp/Glu: D6,
E43, D99, E120)

No metal ions in the
crystal structure of the
complex with VapB2 and
its promoter DNA (PDB
ID: 3zvk).

P. aerophilum
PAE2754

PIN.COG4113 RNA (cleaves
single-stranded, G-rich
RNA) (160)

? Potential toxin-antitoxin
(with PAE2755 as an
antitoxin).

Site A (4 x Asp/Glu: D8,
E39, D92, D1180) (211)

No metal ions in the
crystal structure of the
dimer (PDB ID: 1v8p).
Nuclease active with
Mn2+ and Mg2+.

Further description of the terms used in the table can be found in the main text.

ity are implicated as a background for xeroderma pigmen-
tosum (156). A close XPG homolog from herpes simplex
virus 1, UL41 protein (virion host shutoff, vhs), selectively
degrades mRNA by endonucleolytic cleavage early in infec-
tion (157).

Despite sharing similar structural topology with the
structure-specific endonucleases (Supplementary Figure
S4), the XRN N family members were shown to exhibit
only 5′–3′ exonucleolytic activity. Both XRN1 and XRN2
proteins, founders of the XRN N family, preferentially
cleave 5′ monophosphorylated RNA. Xrn1p is the main en-
zyme degrading decapped mRNA in multiple decay path-
ways in yeast (158), and together with Xrn2p (Rat1) plays
role in rRNA maturation (159). The 5′ phosphate is thought
to be recognized by a basic pocket in the PIN-like domain
formed by four highly conserved residues, from which larger
5′ groups are sterically excluded (PDB ID: 2y35) (66).

Enzymes characterized by a canonical version of the PIN
domain-like fold usually act as endoribonucleases, recog-
nizing and cleaving specific structures and/or sequences.

Toxic behaviour of bacterial VapC nucleases usually relies
on cleavage of RNAs essential for translation, i.e., tRNA
or rRNA. Recent large-scale study on cellular targets for
12 VapC toxins in M. tuberculosis showed that VapCs are
highly target-specific: 11 cleave specific tRNAs, and one
recognizes sarcin–ricin loop of 23S rRNA (139). More-
over, the substrate specificity is reflected by the phyloge-
netic relatedness of the proteins (139). Another systematic
study on four VapCs from P. aerophilum and M. tuber-
culosis revealed preference of the toxins for G- and GC-
rich 4-mer RNA sequences (160). Various eukaryotic ho-
mologs of VapC toxins are involved in rRNA maturation
(Nob1, Utp23, Fcf1/Utp24), recognizing specific sites in
pre-rRNA. Mutagenesis studies for an archaeal Nob1 ho-
molog revealed two residues responsible for specific degra-
dation of the RNA substrate (21). D100 from the active site
and R115 were proposed to play role in correct position-
ing of the substrate with respect to the catalytic center. A
question remains whether similar mechanism is employed
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by other VapC-like nucleases and how it relates to the pro-
posed two metal ion catalysis.

Besides XRN N representatives, also proteins character-
ized by a stripped-down PIN domain-like fold are involved
in mRNA decay. ZC3H12A, DIS3 and SMG6 function
in large protein complexes and cut single-stranded RNA
with various specificities (Table 2). ZC3H12A preferentially
cleaves a stem-loop structure within mRNA 3′ UTRs and
miRNAs (161), DIS3 recognizes 5′ monophosphorylated
ssRNA (162), whereas SMG6 favorably degrades a degen-
erate pentameric sequence motif (163). However, the mech-
anism underlying their substrate specificity, including pref-
erence for a hydroxyl group at the 2′ position of ribose in
the nucleic acid substrate, awaits further studies.

CONCLUSIONS

In this first comprehensive study of the PIN domain-like su-
perfamily, we systematically identified all its sequence repre-
sentatives, and clustered them according to similarity of the
corresponding domains. The Pfam release 30.0 comprised
18 families classified into the PIN (CL0280) clan. Transitive
sequence searches led to identification of several new fami-
lies, including representants of Pfam (DUF1308 (PF07000),
DUF4935 (PF16289)) and CDD (COG2454), and 23 other
families not classified in these databases. The systematic se-
quence clustering revealed relationships between individ-
ual sequence groups and showed heterogeneity within some
families, suggesting the possible function divergence. With
the 70 defined clusters, over 100,000 identified proteins, and
broad biological functions, the PIN domain-like domain su-
perfamily constitutes one of the largest and most diverse
nuclease superfamilies. Based on the high-quality structure-
based multiple sequence alignment of their representatives,
we predicted nuclease active sites as well as insertions to
the structural core, and grouped the clusters into five ma-
jor structural classes. Detailed analyses of the protein do-
main architecture, genome context and structure modeling
allowed us to predict biological functions of several new
families, including new toxin-antitoxin components, pro-
teins potentially involved in tRNA/rRNA maturation and
transcription/translation regulation.

Up to date, considerable effort has been made to char-
acterize structures and catalytic mechanisms of the PIN-
like nucleases. However, our knowledge about structure and
functions of PIN-like domains is largely biased towards
VapC and FEN-like domains, which––being considerably
distinct––do not provide insights into the roles of individ-
ual structural elements and subtle local sequence differences
in the substrate specificity. It would be of great interest to
study in detail how the structural insertions influence sub-
strate recognition and catalytic mechanism of the nucleases,
in particular in the least studied groups, i.e., NYN, PRORP,
and Mut7-C. Also, an unsolved question remains: What is
the catalytic mechanism of the nucleases (mainly from the
VapC-like group), whose structures were solved in the pres-
ence of only one metal ion?
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